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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Nanomaterials : General introduction

Contrary to what one might think, the use of Nanomaterials is not new in
mankind’s history. Indeed, according to literature the usage of nanomaterials
dates back to traditional Chinese medicine [1] and, Mayan [2] and medieval
painting [3]. Nanomaterials such as colorful inks made of colloid-sized gold
nanoparticles were, for example, used in artistic applications such as the famous Lycurgus cup [4] (Figure 1.1-a and -b). Even carbon nanotubes have
been found in the steel of ancient Damascus blades that may explain the exceptional mechanical properties of these materials at that time and has been
the object of a Nature publication in 2006 [5] (Figure 1.1-c). Back then, of
course craftsmen were not aware of the existence of a nanoscale, but by empirically optimizing their processes, they ended up making the firsts manmade nanomaterials.
Nevertheless, we had to wait until the 1950’s and Richard Feynman’s famous talk entitled “There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, where he established the possibility to build materials atom by atom [6], to hear for the first
time the first words on what later became known as Nanotechnology. Eventually, it was with the discovery of the fullerenes [7], and the possibility to
characterize and synthesize them, by Richard Smalley et al. in 1985 that the
concept of nanomaterials became a reality. Ever since, there is a real effort
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(c)

F IGURE 1.1: Pictures of the Lycurgus cup in reflected (a) and transmitted (b) light [4]. And (c), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy image of carbon nanotubes in a genuine Damascus sabre
[5].

from the scientist community to conquer this nano-scale world.
Indeed, in the size range below 100 nm the materials we know from bulk
behave very differently and offer a large amount of possibilities in terms of
resulting properties. First because multiple atoms or molecules behave differently from individual ones; larger size results in different behaviors in collisions with atoms. Secondly, because increasing the number of atoms in a
system includes perturbations of the atomic energy levels leading to energy
bands with fine structures [8]. Indeed, below 100 nm size the emergence of
the effects of quantum confinement modifies the energy spectra of the materials and leads to new electrical, thermal and optical properties. For example,
Charles H. Olk and Joseph P. Heremans have shown experimental evidence
that the outstanding electrical properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were
diameter dependent and were consistent with a density of states containing Van Hove-type singularities due to quantum-confinement [9]. Finally,
another very important feature of nanomaterials is that they present a very
high specific surface area. This implies that they have a very high fraction of
their atoms at the surface and these atoms act very differently from the ones
located in the bulk of a material [10]. Indeed, the atoms at the surface own
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a higher energy and, therefore, the integrated energy of those atoms provides a surface tension that changes the mechanical, electrical and thermal
properties as well as the way these nanomaterials interact with their environment. Looking at the particular features mentioned above it is easy to
understand why there has been such a growing interest for making new materials at the nanoscale over the past decades. It is therefore not surprising
that they have found, nowadays, applications in many fields such as Materials science, Biotechnology, Energy storage, Microelectronics, Nanomedicine,
etc. For example, carbon nanotubes are commonly used for mechanical reinforcement of composite materials (Figure 1.2-a and -b) and progresses in that
field allow good compatibility with a large variety of polymer matrices, as it
has been summarized by J.N. Coleman et al. in 2006 [11], and even for other
types of matrices such as metals [12] or ceramics [13].
(c)

(d)

F IGURE 1.2: (a) and (b) are in situ observations of crack nucleation
and propagation in CNTs reinforced polystyrene (PS) composite thin
films. The presence of the CNTs (A-D arrows) allowed an increase
in tensile strength for the PS of about 3 MPa [11]. (c) and (d) are
confocal microscopy images of aptamer-conjugated dye-doped silica
nanoparticles in a mixture of three different cells allowing to sort the
cells via molecular recognition [14].
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Various Nanomaterials are also used as biosensors for molecular recogni-

tion (Figure 1.2-c and -d) or signal transductions [14, 15] for bioanalysis, and
are studied in order to develop more selective ways to deliver drugs by using them as carriers targeting specific cells within tissues [15–18]. Concerning research on energy storage, the surface properties of the nanomaterials
described above make them good candidates for fast reversible storage processes and very different types of compounds (carbon-based, metal oxides,
polymers, etc.) are studied [19–23]. Eventually, nanomaterials find as well
applications in electronic devices or information storage [24] where their use
allows for example to make flexible or transparent transistors [25, 26], to enhance the charges transport inside semiconducting materials or to develop
new fast-making processes for the microelectronics industry such as inkjet
printing or spray-coating [27–29] (see figure 1.3).

a)

c)

b)

d)

F IGURE 1.3: (a) Photograph of a flexible and transparent MoS2 fieldeffect transistor device. (b) Reflection-mode optical micrograph of the
same flexible and transparent device [26]. (c) Schematic of a ZnO
nanoparticle-based spray-coated transitor. (d) Scanning electron microscope images of the ZnO nanoparticle-based spray-coated layer
[29].
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Many of the properties described above are based on the high specific surface area of the nanomaterials, that make them systems with a total energy
generally higher than their corresponding bulk materials. If this higher energy is a major asset in terms of resulting properties, it is at the same time a
major drawback in terms of stability. Indeed, all systems have a tendency to
minimize their total energy and, an easy way to do it in the case of nanomaterials is often to reduce their surface tension by agglomerating/aggregating
over time, losing consequently the properties related to their high specific
surface area. One of the common way to overcome this issue is through
the functionalization of the surface of the nanomaterials in order to maintain
their dispersion and homogeneity.

1.2

Functionalization of nanoparticles

The functionalization of nanoparticles is actually the cornerstone of the development of nanotechnologies. First of all because, as we mentioned previously, the properties of such materials result directly from the individualization of these nanoscale objects, individualization that requires to overcome
their natural tendency to agglomerate. Then, because the vast majority of
the applications deriving from these outstanding properties implies interactions with other types of materials (e.g. other nanoparticles, matrix, layers,
molecules, etc.) in order to be integrated in larger size devices. And finally,
because the functionalization is also one way of tuning and monitoring the
intrinsic properties of nanoparticles. We distinguish nowadays two different
approaches for these purposes: the non-covalent functionalisation and the
covalent functionalization of the nanoparticles.
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One of the many goals driving the study of the functionalization of nanoparticles is thus to prevent their agglomeration, improving their individualization and consequently maintaining their outstanding properties within a material or a device. Concerning the non-covalent functionalisation, lots of studies have demonstrated that the use of surfactants for non-covalent functionalization of nanoparticles provides very stable and homogeneous dispersions
in common solvents, including water. Stable suspentions of CNTs have thus
been obtained by compensating the effects of attracting weak interactions
with ionic surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [30], dodecylbenzene sodium sulfonate (NaDDBS) [31], and other types of surfactants [32,
33]. Literature also shows that covalent functionalization can be used for
dispersion stability improvement. For instance, the covalent functionalization of silica nanoparticles with amino-terminated alkoxysilan, poly(ethylene
glycol)-terminated alkoxysilan or oleic acids have shown strong evidence of
dispersion stability improvement [34, 35] (see figure 1.4).

F IGURE 1.4: Transmission electron microscopy images of (a) nonfunctionalized, (b) aminopropyltrimethoxilane functionalized silica
nanoparticles, illustrating the effect of the covalent functionalization
on the dispersion of the particles [34].

Another important aspect of the functionalization in the literature is to ensure the good compatibility of the nanoparticles when integrated in devices
or materials. The aim of this type of functionalization is often twofold. First
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it plays the role of interface between the nanoparticles and any other type
of materials of interest that would not be naturally compatible, but it also
ensures that the nanoparticles keep their properties once integrated in more
complex systems. For example, the effective use of carbon nanotubes in composite applications strongly depends on the ability to disperse the NTs homogeneously throughout the matrix without destroying their integrity [36]
(see figure 1.5). Good interfacial bonding is required to achieve load transfer across the CNT-matrix interface, a necessary condition for improving the
mechanical properties of polymer composites [37–39].

F IGURE 1.5: Schematic of In Situ Synthesis of Polystyrene-Grafted
Single-Wall Nanotube Composites using carbanions interfacing the
polymer matrix and the nanotubes, allowing to preserve the integrity
of the SWNTs [36].

Finally, the studies on the functionalization of nanoparticles present also
a strong interest concerning the modification of the nanoparticles properties. Indeed several studies report the tunability or the enhancement of
the original nanoparticles properties, or even the emergence of new properties through their functionalization. For example, in 2005, Kolmakov et al.
functionalized SnO2 nanowires with Pd nanoparticules for gaz sensing application. They discovered an enhancement of the exchanges on the SnO2
nanostructure surface, increasing the sensivity of the sensor, promoted by
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the catalytically-active Pd nanoparticles [40]. In 2011, del Carmen GiménezLópez et al. have evidenced that when encapsulated, single-molecule magnets inside nanotubes underwent a large degree of orientational ordering,
and the magnetic guest molecules influenced the electrical resistance of the
host nanotubes [41].
Due to their outstanding properties and the tremendous effort made in improving their functionalization in order to find new applications, the popularity of nanomaterials kept on increasing for the past decades and they are
nowadays a major actor in materials science. This increase of both popularity
and, consequently, new applications came with the beginning of their large
scale production. As they are today more and more used in state-of-the-art
materials and devices, and are already used in many consumer products [42],
the questions of their toxicity and their potential impact on health and environment inevitably raised within the scientific community.

1.3

Toxicity of nanomaterials

The rapid expansion of nanotechnology promises to have great benefits for
society, yet there is increasing concern that human and environmental exposure to manufactured nanomaterials may result in significant detrimental
effects. We could wonder why such materials raised questions about their
potential impact on health and environment. First of all, the very basic definition of a nano-object is to have at least one of its dimension in the range
below 100 nm. Objects of this size can easily cross the physiological barriers
of any living being and may be able to penetrate into cells, or even into their
nuclei. It is even because of this specific property that they stand as excellent
candidates for targeted drug delivery. Then, as it has been already discussed
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previously, they exhibit new outstanding properties that are not yet fully understood or discovered, and these properties can be changed when they interact with other types of materials or molecules. These latter facts make
their behavior very difficult to predict when they interact with a complex environment (e.g. inside human body, inside living cells, in aquatic media, etc.)
and could lead to potential harmful effects on living beings by interfering
with biological processes. Finally, and with respect to the previous points,
we witnessed a huge increase in interest, studies, publications and new applications related to the nanomaterials over the past decades. In particular
since 2000 (see figure 1.6), and their large scale production, nanomaterials
became easier and easier to produce, increasing the risk of finding these materials in contact with the public and/or to be released, at some point along
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F IGURE 1.6: Evolution of the number of scientific publications in
between 1989 and 2015 (using the keyword “nanomaterials” on the
website PubMed.org specialized in Biomedical and Life Science literature).

Nevertheless the question of the toxicity of nanomaterials is a very complex one, and is still today at the center of a vigorous debate. To begin with,
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there is a lack of rules and regulations surrounding the use and the production of nanomaterials. The European Union (E.U.), encouraged by France, is
leading the joint endeavor to establish a coherent regulation around this delicate topic. In 2006, the “Agence française de sécurité sanitaire de l’environment
et du travail” (Afsset) produced a first public report [43] inventoring the different types of known nanomaterials and their corresponding potential risks.
This report paved the way toward a better evaluation of the nanomaterials
hazards and encouraged the research effort on the topic. In 2010, the ministers and representatives of member states in the European region of the
World Health Organization (WHO) included nanomaterials in the «key environment and health challenges of our time», in the Parma Declaration on
Environment and Health [44]. In 2014, the french “Agence nationale de sécurité sanitaire de l’alimentation, de l’environnement et du travail” (Anses),
based on the previous work of the Afsset, presented a report [45] updating
the knowledge on the risks related to nanomaterials, and advising their inclusion in the “registration, evaluation, authorisation and restriction of chemicals” (REACh) E.U. regulation. Despite the many attempts to improve the
safe handling of nanotechnology, there is still considerable doubt and uncertainty on this very hot topic, and there is still no definitive framework set up
for their regulation.
First of all because the effectiveness of specific frameworks such as REACh
is still discussed [46, 47], slowing down the implementation of such regulation frameworks. Then, because to fully understand the impact of a specific
nanomaterial over its whole life cycle requires a large amount of studies (and
therefore a tremendous amount of time and money), while on the other hand
the number of new nanomaterials keeps on increasing, making very hard for
the toxicity studies to catch up. Finally, because the toxicity studies sometimes end up with contradictory conclusions, leaving the scientific community not able to find a consensus on the matter.
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In order to illustrate all the complexity depicted in the previous remarks, lets
focus, as an example, on the case of one of the most widely used nanoparticles: the Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ). The TiO2 nanoparticles find nowadays
many applications in various domain, such as pearlescent or “metallic” paint
formulations used in cosmetics, hard coatings, plastics, and self-cleaning additives for porcelain, ceramics, and specialty coating [48]. Other TiO2 applications include filters that exhibit strong germicidal properties and remove
odors, and TiO2 has been used in conjunction with silver as an anti-microbial
agent [48]. Furthermore, due to its photocatalytic activity, TiO2 has also been
used in waste water treatment [49]. Finally, it is a common additive in many
food [50] personal care, and other consumer products [51] (known as the
additive E171). One very concerning use of the TiO2 nanoparticles is in commercial transparent sunscreen protections, because of its capacity to absorb
UV light although remaining transparent to visible light [48]. When used in
such conditions, the TiO2 nanoparticles are in direct contact with the human
skin but don’t seem to penetrate the body through an intact (undammaged)
epidermis (see figure 1.7) [52, 53].
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a)

b)

F IGURE 1.7: (a) TEM image showing the morphological aspects of
the particles of TiO2 found in sunscreen commercial products (Bar
= 100 nm) [52]. (b) Representation of TiO2 particle distribution in
different layers of minipig abdominal skin (longitudinal slice of skin),
showing the results from the cross section analysis of each skin layer.
Numbers in parentheses are estimates of the numbers of TiO2 particles
observed in each layer, 24h post-exposure to the product. [53].

Nevertheless, this type of products are often sprayed and released in the
air, and are very likely to end up in the water after the users bathed in the seas
or rivers. Yet, many data suggest that TiO2 nanoparticles could be absorbed
through respiratory tract, digestive tract and damaged skin, into the body
and distributed in organs such as lungs [54, 55], lymph nodes [56], liver [55,
57], kidneys [55] and the brain [58] (see figure 1.8). As we know, nano-TiO2
has to travel along the body within blood before reaching at target organs.
However, there is still today no regulation concerning the permitted use of
this nanomaterial. Furthermore, when we look specifically at the literature
concerning the toxicity of the TiO2 nanoparticles, we find both studies evidencing their toxicity [59, 60] and studies evidencing the absence of toxicity
[61–63]. Eventually, even by comparing only the studies demonstrating the
toxicity of the nano-TiO2 we see that it is very hard to find a consensus about
the parameter on which depends its impact on health or environment. Indeed, some studies define its toxicity to be size-dependent [58, 64–66] while
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some others conclude that the toxicity of this nanomaterial is rather depending on its crystal structure [67–69].

b

a

c

F IGURE 1.8: (a) Light micrograph of lung tissue of a rat exposed
to TiO2 nanoparticles at 3 months after exposure. This micrograph
demonstrates accumulation of TiO2 -containing macrophage aggregates (arrows) [54]. (b) microspcopy image of a brain macrophage
within 18 h postexposure to TiO2 . We see multiple vacuoles containing TiO2 aggregates. (c) higher magnification of (b) showing swelling
and disruption of mitochondria in close proximity to the aggregates
[58].

Other types of nanoparticles that happened to be more and more used
in state-of-the-art materials and devices for the past decades, are the carbon
nanotubes [70]. Of course in the case of carbon nanotubes the situation is
less complex because there are applications neither in the food industry (although it may be possible for food packaging) nor in cosmetics (to the best
of our knowledge), so a direct contact with consumers seems, for the moment, rather limited. However, for the same reasons why apparently contradictory results are published for TiO2 nanoparticles because their shape,
surface chemistry, crystal phase, dispersion protocol and animal/cell models
and exposure conditions usually vary from one study to another, the literature dealing with the toxicity of CNTs is also difficult to properly analyse. We
will now introduce basics about carbon nanotubes before discussing again
later toxicity of CNTs in particular.
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1.4

Carbon nanotubes

In the landscape of nanomaterials, the CNTs own a special position. Indeed,
since their discovery in 1991 by Iijima [71], and their first synthesis in 1993
by Bethune et al. [72] and Iijima et al. [73], CNTs have evolved into one of the
most intensively studied nanomaterials. They are held in part responsible
for launching the nanotechnology revolution and have had motivated both
fundamental scientists and engineers interested in applications due to the
unique combination of their properties.
First, these molecular systems are nanometer-sized in diameter, but up
to centimeters long, yielding an unprecedented length/diameter aspect ratio. Carbon nanotubes can be thought of as narrow strips of graphene rolled
up into seamless tubes (figure 1.9). They form spontaneously and efficiently
under well-defined conditions either as single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) or
multiwall nanotubes (MWNTs). Under tension, nanotubes are two orders of
magnitude stronger than steel at 1/6th of the weight. The melting point of
nanotubes have been calculated from computer simulations to be about 4000
K in “ideal vacuum” [70]. Depending on the atomic structure of nanotubes,
including diameter, single-wall nanotubes act as ballistic conductors of electrons or show semiconducting behavior [74, 75]. Carbon nanotubes seem to
be also excellent conductors of heat [76].
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F IGURE 1.9: Representation of the main categories of carbon nanotubes. The single-walled (SWNT), the double-walled (DWNT) and
the multi-walled (MWNT) carbon nanotubes.

The SWNTs usually have diameters comprised between 0.4 and 2.5 nm
[77]. The MWNTs are constituted of several concentric tubes, and their
number can vary from 2 to 50 concentric tubes. We usually distinguish the
double-walled carbone nanotubes (DWNTs), owning only two walls, from
the MWNTs (figure 1.9). The MWNTs present inner and outer diameters
comprised respectivelly between 0.5 and 50 nm, and between 1.2 and more
than 100 nm. The distance in between the walls of the MWNTs is equal to 3.4
Å [78, 79], which corresponds to the distance between the layers of graphene
constituing the graphite. SWNTs and DWNTs have a tendency to naturaly
form bundles that can reach a size in diameter above 30 nm and a length of
several micrometers, and in some cases up to the order of the centimeter. The
MWNTs often tend rather to form disorganized tangles.
Nevertheless, as peculiar as they can be, compared to the rest of the nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes are no exception to the rule: on the one hand, their
functionalization have been widely studied leading to several application in
several domains [10] and, on the other hand, the question of their toxicity is
as well at the center of the current debate on the nanotoxicity [80].
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Functionalization of carbon nanotubes

As for any other type of nanoparticles, we find two ways of functionalization for the CNTs: the covalent functionalization and the non-covalent one.
The covalent functionalization allows to graft molecules to the outer walls
and to the tips of the nanotubes via the creation of a strong bond (covalent
bond). The formation of such bond modifies the structure of the CNT and
therefore its properties. This is often the reason why the DWNTs are used
instead of SWNTs, indeed they allow to use their outer walls for the covalent
grafting of molecules while their inner wall remains unchanged and maintain its properties. The non-covalent functionalization, on the other hand, is
based on weak interactions ( π − π, Van der Waals, hydrophobic, ionic, etc.)
that have no impact on the structure of the CNTs [81] while it can still impact
the properties of the CNTs [82].

Covalent functionalization
We can distinguish different categories of covalent functionalization depending on the chemical reactions involved in the grafting process.

Esterification-amidation. This type of functionalization requires to use
CNTs that own carboxyl (-COOH) groups at their surface, usually achieved
prior to the grafting via their oxidation. The direct reactions between the carboxyl groups and the alcool/amide groups that forms esters/amides groups
are slow and reversible. Nevertheless, when the carboxyl groups are first
turned into acyle chloride groups the reactions are fast and non reversible.
This is why the functionalization by means of esterification/amidation always requires a first “activation” step using either thionyle chloride or oxalyle chloride, before addition of the alcool or the amine to graft (see figure
2.2). Tao et al. [83] functionalized this way MWNTs with a poly(amidoamine)
and deposited afterwards silver nanoparticles that have been visualized by
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TEM (see figure 2.2). With the same process Gul et al. [84] grafted a diamine,
the 2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethoxy)ethanamine, before to graft a fluorophore, the
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), on the diamine and therefore were able to
track the CNTs in in vitro experiments. Singh et al. [85] functionalized SWNTs
and MWNTs with other types of polyamines (putrescine, spermidine, spermine) in order to graft afterwards siRNA. Delgado et al. [86] succeeded to
graft fullerenes owning amine groups onto oxidized SWNTs extremities. Finally, biological molecules such as enzymes [87] or DNA [88], can also be
grafted on CNTs by means of this process.

F IGURE 1.10: Example of the grafting of poly(amidoamine) dendrons on MWNTs using the amidation functionalization process with
previous carboxyl groups activation [83]. 3-steps process with: 1) the
oxidized, 2) the activated, and 3) the functionnalized MWNTs.

Halogenation. Another approach to graft molecules onto CNTs can be via
halogenation. For instance, the fluoration of walls of CNTs increase their
reactivity allowing the grafting of amines [89] or alkyles. Fluorated SWNTs
have been thus obtained using different techniques [90, 91]. Same for the
DWNTs where several techniques have been studied [92, 93].
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Cycloaddition. The cycloaddition allows to create pyrrolidine cycles on the
CNTs walls by the reaction of a 1,3-dipolar compound (generally azomethine
ylides) on a dipolarophile (6-carbon rings of the CNTs, for instance). Bianco
et al. [94] functionalized MWNTs with a diaminotriethyleneglycol chain with
this 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition process (Figure 1.11). They also grafted anticancer and antifungal molecules such as the methotrexate [95] and the amphotericine B [96]. We find also other types of cycloaddition that have been
perfomed on CNT [97–100].

F IGURE 1.11: Example of the functionalization of MWNTs with a
diaminotriethyleneglycol by means of 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition [94].

Free-radical addition

The free-radical addition is a method widely used

because of its simplicity and efficiency. The common way to perform it is to
use diazonium salts which are very unstable and turn easily into radical intermediates that spontaneously react with the carbon atoms constituting the
CNTs. Tour et al. [101] were the first to describe this type of functionalzation
on CNTs using aryldiazonium salts. Later this same team improved the process by adding ionic liquids and potassium carbonate [102]. Ménard-Moyon
et al. [103] developed a method of triple functionnalization using this process that allows to graft afterwards three different molecules with different
functions on the same CNTs : Antibodies targeting, treatment of the targeted
disease and marking of the CNTs for imagery purposes.
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Non-covalent functionalization
This second way of functionalizing the CNTs is as well quite studied and
commonly used. We find various types of non-covalent functionalization in
the literature.

Surfactant and polymers.

Examples of non-covalent functionalisation of

CNTs using surfactant for dispersion purposes have been described earlier
in the chapter 1.2. Similarly, several examples of functionalization of CNTs
with polymers in order to make nanocomposites materials can be found as
well in the chapter 1.2.

Polycyclic aromatic compounds. The Polycyclic aromatic compounds owning an hydrophilic or hydrophobic function can help the dispertion of the
CNTs. One of the most widely used molecules is thus the pyrene and its
derivatives. Indeed, the pyrene is able to be adsorb on the walls of the CNTs
(see figure 1.12). For instance, Baek et al. [104] used pyrene derivatives, owning carboxyl and amine groups to fix DNA molecules on SWNTs, to make
biodetectors (Figure 1.13). Salice et al. [105] fixed gold nanoparticles onto
SWNTs via the use of pyrene molecules presenting a carbon chain containing a thiol group (-SH). The fluorescent molecules are as well good candidates for non-covalent grafting onto CNTs. One of the most commonly used
fluorophore, because of its very low cost, is the fluorescein isothiocyantate
(FITC). We find then examples of oxidized SWNTs that were functionalized
with FITC molecules simply adsorbed [106, 107]. The goal was not to improve the dispersion of the nanotubes, but to mark them in order to be able
to easily track them in in vivo studies. Finally, we find also examples of aromatic medicines that were adsorbed onto the CNTs [108–111].
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F IGURE 1.12: Example of non-covalent functionalization of NTCs
using pyrene molecules adsorption to connect with porphirin derivatives [112].

Biomolecules. In order to use the CNTs for biological applications, the interactions of the latter with different biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic
acids, carbohydrates and lipids have been studied. For example, proteins
were used for the CNTs dispersions in water [113–115]. We find also studies
that used single-stranded DNA to perform the dispersion of the NTCs [116–
118].

Encapsulation
Another form of non-covalent functionalization of the CNTs is also performed by encapsulating molecules inside the nanotubes.

Indeed once

they are opened the CNTs can by filled by different types of compounds. A
famous example of encapsulation is attributed to Khlobystov et al. [119] after
succeeded at filling SWNTs with fullerenes C60 . We also find in literature
several examples of medicines encapsulated in the CNTs [120–122]. MWNTs
filled with iron atoms demonstrated that they could be used as medecine
vectors by gathering at a specific location using a magnet [123], and also that
they could be used for experimental cancer treatment using the magnetic
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hyperthermia thechnique [124]. Finally, the encapsulation is also commonly
studied for tuning the properties of both encapsulated molecules and host
carbon nanotubes. For example, L. Alvarez et al. have widely studied the
reciprocal influence of different compounds, such as polyiodides [125, 126]
or π-conjugated molecules [127–131], encapsulated inside CNTs.

1.4.2

Toxicity of carbon nanotubes

One of the major preoccupation related to the use of the CNTs concerns their
potential toxicity toward living beings. As any other nanomaterial the potential risks on the health and environment due to their large scale production
are not yet fully determined, even if several research groups are trying to answer this very complex question.
First of all, the functionnalized CNTs can be internalized by living cells without showing any evidence of toxicity for them [132]. Two different routes
of penetration have been found, and depend on the functionalization of the
CNTs and their size : the endocytosis [132, 133] (see figure 1.13) and the passive diffusion, i.e. the CNTs pass through the cell’s membrane by perforating
it such as needles [134]. Jin et al. [135] have even shown that the CNTs entered via endocytosis could be expelled by means of exocytosis.
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F IGURE 1.13: TEM images of CNTs internalized in murine myoblast stem cells[133]. (a) and (b) show inclusion bodies containing
aggregated SWNTs. (c) and (d) show a vesicle containing an aggregate of carbon nanotubes

However, the remaining catalytic compounds (metal nanoparticles) used
for the synthesis of the CNTs are suspected to be toxic for the organisms,
by forming free-radicals that could damage the proteins, lipids and the genetic materials contained by the cells. For example, the residual cobalt can
damage the chromosomes [136] and Fe ions can be responsible for oxidative
stress. Then, the CNTs have a tendency to agglomerate in aqueous media
(and therefore in biological media), phenomenon that could render particularly hard for the organisms to eliminate them. Furthermore, the chemical
modification of the walls of the CNTs (i.e. their functionalization) can influence drastically their potential toxicity [136], being directly in contact with
their near-environment. As well as the state of their walls influences directly
the integration of the CNTs in biological media, and their interactions with
the cells and the tissues. For example, the higher rate of functionnalization
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of the CNTs, the better their dispersion, the easier seemed to be their elimination through the kidneys [137]. On the contrary, CNTs with a low rate of
functionalization appeared to accumulate in the organs (liver, spleen, lungs,
etc.). We find also evidences that the CNTs diameter and length [138] can
influence their toxicity. Indeed, the longer the tubes, the more intense are the
inflammatory responses because their elimination from the body becomes
difficult or impossible. Concerning the influence of their diameter, studies
suggest that the SWNT exhibits a higher toxicity than the DWNTs [139] and
the MWNTs [140]. Finally, both the purification and the functionalization of
the CNTs seem to play a crucial role on the damages they can cause to organisms and the way they are eliminated.
The question of the characterization of CNTs within cells or organisms is
central, especially to assess their presence in particular cell compartments.
As illustrated above, images are often shown at relatively low magnification
and can only reveal the presence of agglomerates. The challenge comes from
the fact that the contrast of single CNTs (and in particular single- or doublewalled CNTs) is extremely low (carbon in a carbon environment). The question of the in vivo detection of CNTs is developed in the next paragraph.

In vitro and in vivo detection of the CNTs
In order to visualize the internalization of the CNTs by the cells, the more
used technique is by far the functionalization with fluorescent molecules.
FITC is a good example as it is very cheap, and therefore widely used, for
the covalent or non-covalent functionalization of CNTs by fluorophores. The
fluorescence emitted by the molecule is therefore directly visible by means
of confocal microscopy (Figure 1.14) [106, 132, 141]. Nevertheless, using this
technique requires to consider some important points : the covalent bonds
between the CNTs and the fluorescent molecules must be able to resist to
enzymatic cleavages. The non-covalent bonds have to be strong enough to
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prevent the fluorescent molecule to be released during the experiment. Finally, the functionalization is very likely to modify the CNTs behavior in the
studied biological environment, as discussed earlier.
For all these reasons, which illustrate the drawbacks of the fluorescence techniques, other techniques have been developed for the in vitro and in vivo
detection of the CNTs, such as the Infra-Red fluorescence microscopy [142–
144] (intrinsic fluorescence of the SWNTs only), the Raman spectroscopy [145,
146](for any type of CNTs but for given chiralities only [147]), or the twophoton excitation microscopy [148] but requires the use of very expensive
ultra-fast lasers and can also cause thermal damage to certain cells or tissues
[149].

F IGURE 1.14: Confocal microscopy images of cells incubated with
SWNT/FITC: (A) bright field image; (B) fluorescence image; (C) Differential interference contrast image under high magnification; (D)
fluorescence image under high magnification; (E) overlay of C and D.
Scale bars are 100 µm for (A) and (B) and 10 µm for (C-E) [106].

Therefore, as the fluorescence techniques are widely used, cheap, easy to
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operate and allows to track any type of CNTs, and as the alternative techniques present significant drawbacks (type of CNTs-dependent, expensive
or damaging for the samples), it is very relevant to deeper investigate the
assumptions inherent in the use of fluorophores for CNTs toxicity studies.

1.5

General motivation of the thesis

Like many other nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have found applications in many fields because of their outstanding chemical and physical
properties, and are nowadays widely studied from materials science to nanoelectronics [77], and even in nanomedecine, where they have been used
to elaborate drug delivery systems for cancer therapy, biosensors or contrast
agents for magnetic resonance imaging [150–152]. The direct consequence of
these modern applications is a growing interest in such nanomaterials and
the increase in their large scale production [153], leading to an increasing
risk of environmental and human exposure. It becomes therefore more and
more relevant to evaluate their potential impact on the health and the environment, and the toxicity studies on this topic are multiplying over the
past decade [154–160]. For those toxicity studies it is often required to know
the exact location of the CNTs accumulating, or simply circulating, inside
organisms or cells. A very common way to track them in such conditions
is to functionalize the CNTs with fluorescent molecules which would be illuminated afterwards under a light with the appropriate excitation wavelength. Despite the fact that these fluorescence strategies are very cheap and
easy to operate, they suffer from a major drawback: they assume that the
fluorescent molecule would be permanently linked to the CNTs. It is however reasonable to question this assumption as the fluorescent molecules are
usually constituted by one or more 6-carbon rings which can interact with
the delocalized electron cloud of the CNTs. These non-covalent bonds could
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later lead to the desorption of the fluorophore once the CNTs reach the complex chemical environment of a living cell and even before entering the cell
(formation of a corona of proteins or phospholipids competing with the adsorbed dye, pH decrease within lysosomes, etc.). Therefore, the fluorescence
data could lead to wrong information about the CNT’s location. The consequence is that a number of published results may be questioned in terms
of the actual distribution of the CNTs within cells or at the whole organism
level (biodistribution), and the kinetics of this distribution. This may have
very important consequences regarding the conclusions about their fate (accumulation, excretion) and thus their toxicity in general. It is thus fundamental to understand the grafting mechanisms and estimate the efficiency
of the covalent functionalization of the CNTs as well as the amount of simply adsorbed fluorophores. In order to answer to these questions, we proposed a new approach based on both qualitative and quantitative evaluation
of the way the fluorophores are bonded to the DWNTs, by means of two
different spectroscopic techniques. First, we performed X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) which allowed to probe the surface of the samples and to
understand the different types of interactions between the fluorophores and
the DWNTs. Then we characterized the bulk of our samples with the help
of inelastic neutron scattering (INS) techniques. Indeed, neutron techniques
are especially sensitive to the Hydrogen atoms while they have a low sensitivity to the carbon ones. This property makes them a perfect probe of our
samples, allowing to highlight the organic molecules since the information
on the contribution of CNTs is much reduced. In addition to neutron techniques we used computational techniques such as density functional theory
(DFT) calculations (lattice dynamics) in order to gain a better understanding
of our samples, provide hypothesis to strengthen data analysis and to be able
to derive quantitative information from our experimental results.
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This work presents our investigations on the functionalization of doublewalled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) with fluorophores.

First, we chose to study the functionalization of double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) with a very common fluorophore, fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC), widely used in toxicity studies for its very low cost and easy visualization by fluorescence microscopy. We also used a well-known three step
functionalization process to graft the FITC on oxidized DWNTs [161, 162].

In addition, we investigated the influence of the fluorophore’s geometry by
studying a second fluorescent molecule, the cyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 ), which is
not commercialized but presents a very different geometry compared to the
FITC, allowing to compare how this parameter influences the functionalization when performed in the same conditions.

We also used models of these fluorophores and simulated their behavior in
the surrounding of CNTs, providing more insights to the way they can be
adsorbed on such nanoparticles.

Finally, it is important to add that the question of the nature of the grafting of
a molecule onto CNTs is also interesting for the field of materials science in
general and not only relevant for toxicity studies (stability of sensors including functionalized CNTs, functionalized CNTs dispersed within a nanocomposites, etc.).
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Equipments and methods
2.1
2.1.1

Sample preparation
Synthesis of the double-walled carbon nanotubes by
CCVD

Synthesis from a catalytic powder
The double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) are synthetized by catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) from an oxide catalytic powder
(M g0.99 Co0.0075 M o0.0025 O). After the synthesis a composite powder is obtained. Its composition is well known and, typically contains around 12 %m
of CNTs (80 % DWNTs) and desorganized carbon. Concerning the DWNTs
so-produced, their inner and outer diameters range from 0.5 to 2.5 nm and
from 1.2 to 3.2 nm, respectively. The median inner diameter is 1.3 nm and the
median outer diameter is 2.0 nm. The composite powder also contains 88 %m
of unmodified magnesia, plus some carbon-coated metalic nanoparticules. It
is thus necessary to further purify by applying several chemical treatments
(extraction, purification, etc...) in order to obtain samples with high contents
of DWNTs and low rates of impurities. These different steps are described
hereafter.
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Extraction of the DWNTs from the composite powder
The extraction treatment aims at dissolving the magnesia and the accessible Cobalt an Molybdenum nanoparticules. To do so, 1 g of nanocomposite
powder is placed in an erlenmeyer flask, and is wet with 3-4 g of deionized
water, then completely immersed in 15 mL of Chloridric acid (HCl) 37%. The
opening of the flask is closed with para-film and the mixture is sonicated for
10 min in an ultrasonic bath. The solution has a blue-green coloration at that
point, related to the dissolution of the Co and Mo. After one night, the mixture is filtered using a cellulose nitrate membrane (0.45 µm pore size), and
the first filtrate exhibits the blue-green characteristic coloration. The CNTs
are then washed with deionized water until the filtrate becomes neutral. At
this point, the extracted CNTs can be either kept wet for immediate chemical treatments or can be dried using freeze-drying for later use. Concerning
the freeze-drying, the CNTs are placed in a glass bottle which is filled with
deionized water. They are then sonicated for 10 minutes in order to be well
dispersed and are placed in a freezer, waiting for the freeze-drying procedure. The extraction efficiency is estimated around 12% of the nanocomposite starting material (in weight).

2.1.2

Purification of the DWNTs

The raw DWNTs sample obtained with the extraction treatment still contains
remaining Co (3.5 %) and Mo (1.0 %), mainly in the form of nanoparticles
tightly encapsulated inside carbon shells. When the DWNTs undergo oxidative treatments the carbon shells are as well chemically attacked allowing the
acids to enter the shells and to dissolve the entrapped metallic nanoparticules.
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Double oxidation
The double oxidation treatment is a two-step oxidative process (see Figure
2.1) that has been widely studied at the CIRIMAT [163]. We mainly use this
process today for DWNTs purification because it presents many advantages.
Indeed, not only it enables the elimination of the metallic impurities as it has
been mentioned above, but also it leads to the degradation the amorphous
carbon produced during the CCVD synthesis. It also allows the opening of
the extremities of the CNTs. Finally, the double oxidation treatment has the
property of creating functional oxygenated groups, mainly in the form of
carboxyle (-COOH), at the tips but also on the sidewall of the CNTs due to
the presence of surface defects. Strictly speaking, the creation of those groups
at the surface is already considered as a first step of functionalization, and
will be used as anchor points for the further steps of the grafting process.

F IGURE 2.1: Illustration of the two steps of the double oxidation
treatment.

Step 1: Oxydation with Nitric acid. To begin, 100 mg of raw DWNTs are
put in a 250 mL round-bottom flask. Then, 100 mL of a Nitric acid (HNO3 )
solution with a concentration of 3M is added. The suspension is sonicated
in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes in order to break the agglomerates and
disperse the raw DWNTs. The suspension is then stirred and heated under
reflux conditions at 130 ◦ C for 24 hours, and then cooled down to the room
temperature, the stirring is switched off in order to allow the decantation of
the DWNTs. The suspension is filtered with a polypropylene membrane, the
filtrate has a pale yellow coloration. Finally, the DWNTs on the membrane
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are washed with deionized water until the filtrate becomes colorless and neutral. The yield of the oxidation step with Nitric acid is around 82 % so, 100mg
of raw dry DWNTs usually lead to ca. 82g of oxidized material.

Step 2: Oxidation with a Nitric and Sulfuric acid mixture.

Right after the

first step of the double oxidation treatment, 100 mg of wet DWNTs are placed
in a 250 mL round-bottom flask, and 100 mL of a mixture solution of Nitric
acid and Sulfuric acid HNO3 65% / H2 SO4 95% (1:3) are added. The suspension is sonicated for 10 minutes in an ultrasonic bath for dispersion purposes.
It is then heated at 70 ◦ C under reflux conditions for 5 hours. When the reaction is over, the suspension is cooled down to room temperature. The content
of the round-bottom flask is diluted very slowly in deionized water (exothermic chemical reaction and NOx vapor release), and then it is put aside for a
night of decantation. Finally, the suspension is filtered on a polypropylene
membrane (0.45 µm pore size). Please note that the filtrate shows a brownorange coloration and the filtration is really slow. The so obtained oxidized
DWNTs, are then washed with deionized water until the filtrate becomes colorless and neutral. At this point the DWNTs can once again be kept wet for
an immediate chemical treatment or freeze-dried. The efficiency of the oxidation with this Nitric acid and Sulfuric acid mixture is around 18 % (for a
5-hour treatment).

Washing with NaOH
After the oxidation treatments, an additional procedure is necessary in order
to obtain high purity DWNTs. Indeed, during the oxidation treatments, carboxylated carbon fragments (CCFs) are produced and coat the walls of the
DWNTs. The CCFs must be removed before any further steps because they
are highly chemically reactive. To do so, 100 mg of double-oxidized DWNTs
are introduced in a round-bottom flask containing 200 mL of a NaOH (4M)
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solution. The mixture is sonicated for one hour at room temperature in an
ultrasonic bath and finally put aside at room temperature overnight. After
the night, the suspension is filtered on a polypropylene membrane. The filtrate typically has a brown-pink coloration. The DWNTs obtained are then
washed with deionized water until the filtrate becomes colorless and neutral. As for the previous steps, the so obtained DWNTs can either be kept
wet for further treatment or can be freeze-dried before storage. At this step
the sample will be refered as “DWNT-dbl-ox”.

2.1.3

Steps toward the covalent grafting of the Fluorophore

Few changes have been made to the protocol established by Bortolamiol in a
previous Ph.D. Thesis [161], in order to improve the efficiency of the grafting
process. First of all, FITC, because of its high reactivity, can be degraded in
water solution by reacting slowly with the solvent. However the last step of
the functionalization process was originally performed using a water-based
buffer solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate (0.1M ; pH=8.4). In order to
avoid any risk of degradation of the FITC in this aqueous solution, the water has been replaced by anhydrous Tetrahydrofurane (THF) buffered with
a “Hünig’s base” : N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA). Finally, the freezedrying of the DWNTs between the different functionalization steps leads to
a significant agglomeration of the nanotubes, thus decreasing their dispersion and consequently hindering the surface chemical reactivity with FITC.
In order to avoid this issue, the different following steps of the process were
performed directly, without any intermediate drying step of the sample.

Carboxyl groups activation
An amidation chemical reaction involve two functional groups : a carboxyl
group and an amine group (see Fig. 2.2). The carboxyl group is provided
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by the oxidized carbon nanotubes (DWNT-dbl-ox) while the amine group is
provided by the selected linker, 1,4-diaminobutane in our case.

F IGURE 2.2: Amidation chemical equilibrium.

The amidation equilibrium presented above is naturally shifted toward
the formation of the carboxyl and amine groups. Nevertheless the carboxyl
groups can be “activated” and be turned into an acyl chloride group (-COCl),
a more reactive compound. This has been done using the oxalyle chloride
through the mechanism detailed on figure 2.3.

F IGURE 2.3: Carboxyl groups activation mechanism via the use of
oxalyle chloride.

The DWNTs are directly suspended in pure (no solvent) oxalyl chloride
(20 minutes in an ultrasonic bath), then the suspension is heated at 55 ◦ C under reflux for 24 hours in an argon atmosphere. By performing the chemical
reaction directly in undiluted oxalyl chloride, the chances to activate all the
carboxyl groups are increased. Moreover, the oxalyl chloride is very sensitive to water (expectable traces in dry DWNT), and working in large excess
of reactant prevents any degradation of the activation process. After the reaction the DWNT are not dried, the oxalyl chloride is slowly eliminated by
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distillation and replaced by anhydrous THF (about 100 mL) in anticipation
of the following functionalization steps.

Grafting of a diamine : 1,4-diaminobutane
The grafting of the linker (1,4-diaminobutane in our case) onto the activated
DWNT is performed through a nucleophilic substitution grafting mechanism
leading to the creation of an amide bond between the activated nanotubes
and the linker, as described in Figure 2.4 below.

F IGURE 2.4: Grafting mechanism of the 1,4-diaminobutane via
amide bond creation.

100 mg of activated DWNT in 100 mL THF suspension are first sonicated
in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes. Then, 22.7 mmol of 1,4-diaminobutane
and 22.7 mmol of N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) are added to the suspension. Indeed, the DIEA is a rather strong base (pKa= 10.1) and nonnucleophilic, commonly used in organic chemistry. Its role is to increase the
pH of the suspension, and therefore favor the −NH2 form of the primary
amine fonctional group (and not the −NH+
3 form which does not participate
to the nucleophilic substitution reaction), and to trap the hydrochloric acid
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formed during the reaction (see Fig. 2.5).

F IGURE 2.5: Proton trapping mechanism of the the DIEA.

The mixture is bath sonicated for 10 minutes and then stirred 96 hours
at 30 ◦ C. It is crucial to work in excess of amine in order, on the one hand,
to be able to functionalize all acyl groups at the DWNT surface and, on the
other hand, to avoid the risk of bridge formation through the fixation of one
diamine on two close carboxyl groups, either on the same or in between
two different DWNTs. Moreover, the use of an organic solvent such as the
THF allows a better homogenization and stirring of the suspension. THF
has been chosen instead of N,N-dimethylformamyde (DMF) (commonly use
for this type of reaction) in order to avoid the introduction of residual Nitrogen in the samples, that could interfere with our attempt to quantify the
efficiency of the grafting process. After the 96 hours, the mixture is filtered
on a polypropylene membrane (0.45 µm pore size) in order to remove the remaining reactants. The DWNTs are finally washed 10 times with anhydrous
THF.
After this step, the DWNTs can be freeze-dried in order to constitute the sample referenced as “DWNT-diamine”, or they can be dispersed in 80 mL of
THF in anticipation of the last step of the grafting process. Please note that
the diamine that react with the DWNTs become an “1-amide,4-aminobutane”
in a strict sens but will nevertheless be referred as a “diamine” in the rest
of the manuscript for a better understanding.
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Grafting of the Fluorophore : Fluorescein Isothiocyanate
Once the diamine has been grafted on the DWNTs, it is possible to graft different fluorophores which allow potential tracking for in vivo experiments.
In biology several fluorescent molecules are commonly used, and notably the
fluorescein (see Fig. 2.6).

F IGURE 2.6: Molecular structures of the Fluorescein and the Fluorescein Isothiocyanate (FITC).

In order to be grafted onto the DWNT-diamine, the fluorescein has to be
used under its derivative avtivated form : the Fluorecein Isothiocyanate, or
FITC (see Fig. 2.6). Indeed, the isothiocyanate functional group presents
a high reactivity with the primary amine functionnal groups, and end up
forming a thiourea group (see figure 2.7). Its common use in biology comes
from the fact that it is very cheap and easily found on the market.

F IGURE 2.7: Grafting mechanism of the FITC on the DWNTdiamine via thiourea group formation.
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Concerning the grafting of the FITC, 100 mg of DWNT-diamine are dis-

persed in 100 mL of anhydrous THF with the help of sonication, Sonotrode
(15min, 5s On/3s Off/30% amplitude) and Bath (15 min). Then, 1.5.10−4
moles of DIEA is added to the suspension, and it is sonicated for 10 minutes. The FITC (1.5.10−4 moles) dissolved in 10 mL of anhydrous THF is
added such as the quantity of fluorophores represent twice the quantity of
estimated diamine onto the DWNTs. The suspension is first sonicated with
the help of a sonotrode (15min, 5s On, 3s Off, 20% of amplitude) and then
with an ultrasonic bath for 45 minutes. The container is finally sealed with
parafilm and kept away from light for 72h under stirring at room temperature. Then, the suspension is filtered, the functionalized DWNTs are washed
with THF, then water, and freeze-dried. This constitutes the sample named
“DWNT-diamine-FITC” (see figure 2.8). Please note again that the amine
group that react with the FITC become an amide group in a strict sens but
we will nevertheless refer to the linker as a “diamine” in the rest of the
manuscript for a better understanding.

F IGURE 2.8: Representation of the sample DWNT-diamine-FITC,
after the grafting process of the FITC onto the DWNT-diamine.
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Grafting of the Fluorophore : the streptocyanine
The cyanines are widely used for medical imaging, notably for nucleic acids
and protein marking [164, 165]. In the framework of this thesis project, we
chose to study more specifically the Streptocyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 (open-chain
Cyanine), because it presents some advantages compared to the other Cyanines. Indeed, under its initial form of Hemicarboxonium, the molecule is not
fluorescent. Once this Hemicarboxonium reacts with an amine function, creating a covalent bond, we obtain the final streptocyanine 5Me(NEt2 )(NHR0 ).
The latter owns a form very close to the 5Me(NEt2 )2 and is fluorescent (see
Figure 2.9). It means that if the fluorescence is observed, we can be sure that a
certain ratio of the molecule is covalently bonded. Another advantage is that
this streptocyanine exhibits two parallel aromatic 6-carbon rings that are perpendicular to the main carbon chain in witch both nitrogen atoms are not included in conjugated heterocycles, and therefore makes it a worse candidate
for its adsorption (particularly via π-π interactions) onto the DWNTs when
compared to FITC that has a planar geometry. Nevertheless, it presents the
disadvantage not being available commercially and needs to be synthesized
on demand [166]. The synthesis of the Hemicarboxonium and the streptocyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 were performed by Corinne Payrastre from the team Acides
Nucléiques Modifiés of the laboratory of Synthèse et Physico-Chimie de Molécules
d’Intérêt Biologique (SPCMIB) in Toulouse.
Concerning the grafting protocol itself, we used the same protocol as for
the grafting of the FITC, except the THF was replaced by the dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) which is a better solvent for the streptocyanine. We started
from 100 mg of the DWNT-diamine sample and used twice the quantity of
estimated diamine onto the DWNTs for the number of moles of Hemicarboxonium and DIEA. We then obtained a sample constituted of DWNTs-diamine
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Streptocyanine

Grafted streptocyanine

F IGURE 2.9: Molecular structures of the Hemicarboxonium the Cyanine and the covalently grafted Cyanine.

with covalently grafted streptocyanine that will be referred as “DWNTdiamine-Cyanine”.
Please note that, for clarity reasons, the streptocyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 and
its grafted form, the streptocyanine 5Me(NEt2 )(NHR0 ), will be respectively
called “cyanine” and “grafted cyanine” for the rest of the manuscript.

2.1.4

Reference samples

In order to be able to understand the grafting efficiency of our covalent grafting process, several reference sample were chosen and were used for the
analysis of the experimental results.
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Individual molecules
We used three different reference individual molecules.

First, we used

1.35 g of commercial 1,4-diaminobutane (reference for the linker). The 1,4diaminobutane is liquid at ambient temperature and the rather large quantity used for the experiments comes from the need of filling the aluminium
cylindrical tube in order to have the maximum of neutrons reaching the sample. Then, we used 100 mg of commercial FITC for the reference of our first
fluorophore. And finally, we used 100 mg of the cyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 as a
reference for the grafted cyanine. We were limited by the synthesis of the
5Me(NEt2 )2 and the Hemicarboxonium by the SPCMIB, which are both expensive and time consuming to prepare. We had thus to be very careful with
the quantities that were given to us and to save all the Hemicarboxonium for
the preparations of the sample that, later, required a grafting process.
Those three samples will be referred respectively as “Diamine”, “FITC”
and “Cyanine”.

Linker-fluorophores covalent bonding
In order to have references for the covalent grafting of the fluorophores onto
the DWNTs , we synthesized two samples where we performed the grafting process without the presence of the nanotubes, i.e. we performed the
grafting chemical reaction in between the 1,4-diaminobutane and our two
fluorophores. For this purpose we remained in the same conditions as established previously for the grafting process onto the DWNTs. But, as the
1,4-diaminobutane owns two −NH2 functional groups in its individual form
we choose to remain in stochiometric conditions in order to avoid having fluorophore molecules that did not react in our reference samples. We took then
two moles of fluorophores for one mole of 1,4-diaminobutane. We finally
obtained 100 mg of the product of reaction between the 1,4-diaminobutane
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and the FITC, this sample will be named “Diamine-FITC”. And, because of
the limitations in terms of quantity of Hemicarboxonium (mainly used for
the grafting process onto the DWNTs), we were only able to produce 13.5 mg
of the product of reaction between the 1,4-diaminobutane and the Hemicarboxonium. Despite this low quantity, the sample contains a lot of hydrogen
atoms and can still provide us information by neutron spectroscopy analysis.
This sample will be referred as “Diamine-Cyanine”.

DWNT-fluorophores non-covalent grafting
To evaluate the non-covalent grafting of the fluorophores onto the DWNTs,
we also prepared two samples that are references for the non-covalent grafting. To do so, 100 mg of DWNT-dbl-ox are placed in THF or DMSO, and
are sonicated for 10 minutes. Then, the fluorophore grafting processes were
reproduced in the same way, in order to be as close as possible to the reality
of the grafting process. In the absence of linker onto the DWNT, the fluorophore is then not able to react and all the fluorophores remaining in the
sample after the washing procedure can be attributed to the non-covalent
grafting (adsorption). We thus obtain two different samples. The first one
contains 100 mg of DWNTs with FITC adsorbed at their surface and will
be named as “DWNT@FITC”. The second one contains 100 mg of DWNTs
with Cyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 adsorbed at their surface and will be referred as
“DWNT@Cyanine”. Once again we were limited by the quantities of Hemicarboxonium we were able to obtain. Even if it is the Hemicarboxonium
that is supposed to be adsorbed at the surface after the grafting process,
we choose to use the extra quantity of the cyanine 5Me(NEt2 )2 and save the
Hemicarboxonium for the covalent grafting processes.

2.2. Inelastic Neutron Scattering spectroscopy

Diamine

FITC

Diamine-FITC

DWNT-dbl-ox

DWNT-diamine
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Cyanine

Diamine-Cyanine

DWNT@FITC

DWNT-diamine-FITC

DWNT@Cyanine

DWNT-diamine-Cyanine

F IGURE 2.10: Representation of the 11 samples selected for studying
the grafting of fluorophores onto double-walled carbon nanotubes.

2.1.5

Sample Summary

Please note that the samples’ names may differ from the names used in our
publications. Indeed, some changes were made for the clarity of the articles
related to this work. Nevertheless, for the coherence of this manuscript the
names of the samples remained unchanged.

2.2

Inelastic Neutron Scattering spectroscopy

Various neutron techniques are available nowadays. In this section we will
voluntarily skip the neutron techniques that were not used during this thesis,
such as neutron diffraction or elastic neutron scattering, and focus on the
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopy which was relevant for the
project.
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2.2.1

Neutrons: properties and interest

Neutrons are particles, they own a mass of 1,675.10−27 kg, no electric charge
and an 1/2 spin. The energy of a neutron E is linked to its velocity v with
the relation E = 21 mv 2 , and can be expressed as a function of its temperature
T with the relation E = 32 kB T , with kB is the Boltzmann constant. To this
particle is associated a plane wave (wave-particle duality) described by a
→
−
wave vector k , collinear to the direction of propagation, and a wavelength λ.
The modulus of the wave vector is related to the wavelength by the relation
→
−
. Their energy E is also expressed as:
| k | = 2π
λ

E=

h̄2 k 2
h2
=
2m
2mλ2

(2.1)

Where h is the Plank constant and h̄ is the reduced Plank constant. Working with the wavevectors instead of the wavelengths often makes the equations easier to handle, but the price to pay for this is that we need to think in
terms of reciprocal space rather than real space.

The neutrons present actually a large variety of properties that make their
use as a characterization tool particularly interesting. First of all, their energy
can be monitored by the control of their temperature. Indeed, by using different moderation materials temperature it is possible to tune the neutrons
energies, and have access to a wide range of energy that matches the typical
energies of the elementary excitations found in solids and liquids (phonon,
molecular vibrations...). These peculiar properties make neutron scattering
a very natural and powerful probe for studying both the structure and
the fluctuations of the atomic positions in condensed matter. Secondly,
the pecular properties of INS techniques, particularly interesting, are their
high sensitivity to hydrogen atoms vibrations. Indeed, contrarily to the
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photon-based spectroscopic techniques (Infra-Red, Raman, X-ray ...), generally most sensitive to vibrations involving heavier atoms with larger number
of electrons, the INS techniques present a cross section of hydrogen uniquely
high, making it about ten times more visible than any other atoms. Figure
2.11 compares the relative size of the X-ray and thermal neutron scattering
cross section σ for various elements, and give an illustration of this INS spectroscopy peculiar feature. Thirdly, the neutrons interact with the nuclei of the
atoms, which allows isotopic labeling, and are very penetrating. Indeed, they
are able to penetrate deeply into typical samples and pass readily through
the walls of containment vessels (generally aluminium or steel), and are thus
naturally weighted to the measurement of bulk properties. Fourthly, the INS
spectroscopy techniques are not subject to the rules of optical selection. Indeed, all vibrations are active in INS spectroscopy and, in principle, measurable. When scattered, the neutron transfers momentum to the atom and the
INS measurements are not limited at the Brillouin zone centre, as are photon techniques. Also, the measured INS intensities are proportional to both
the concentration and the atomic displacement of the atoms in the sample. Finally, INS spectra are easily and accurately modelled by computers. Indeed,
the complications arising from the electro-optic parameters are avoided and
the band positions and intensities of most molecular models can be calculated using well-established computational methods.
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F IGURE 2.11: Comparison of the relative size of the X-ray and thermal neutron scattering cross section σ for various elements.

2.2.2

Basics of inelastic neutron scattering

The aim of this section is, for obvious reasons, not to develop the whole theory of neutron scattering but, instead, is to provide the reader every basic
notion to understand the rest of the manuscript. If the reader intends to go
further in the understanding of the concepts treated in the following sections,
he can refer to the general textbooks of neutron scattering and neutron vibrational spectroscopy [167–169].

The scattering cross section
In order to understand the basics of inelastic neutron scattering, and therefore to understand the concepts bridging the neutron-sample interaction and
the associated measurement, we need to start from a simplified scattering
experiment. Consider a monochromatic beam of thermal neutrons with an
energy Ei , incident on a target (Fig 2.12). The target is a collection of atoms
(crystal, amorphous solid, liquid or gas), and will be referred as the sample. In the case of inelastic neutron scattering the neutrons interacts with the
sample by exchanging both energy and momentum. According to the laws of
conservation, the total amount of energy and momentum remain unchanged
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during the interaction, and we can then define the energy transfer h̄ω and the
→
− →
−
→
−
→
−
momentum transfer h̄ Q as : h̄ω = Ei − Ef and Q = ki − kf . With Ei and Ef
the energies of the neutron, respectively before and after the interaction with
→
−
→
−
the sample, and ki and kf the wavevectors on the neutron, again, before and
after being scattered.
Suppose we set up a neutron counter of small surface area dS and measure
the number of neutrons scattered in the direction θ, φ as a function of their energy Ef . The distance of the counter from the sample is assumed to be large
compared to the dimension of the counter and the sample, so the small solid
angle dΩ is well defined. We can thus define that the intensity measured by
the counter (i.e. the count rate) is equal to the partial differential scattering
cross-section, and is defined by :

Icounter =

d2 σ
N
=
ΦdΩdEf
dΩdEf

(2.2)

Where N is the number of neutrons scattered per second onto the small
solid angle dΩ with final energy between Ef and Ef + dEf . Φ the flux of the
incident neutrons in neutron.cm−2 .s−1 .

F IGURE 2.12: A representation of a simple scattering experiment.
The incident neutrons strike a sample and some neutrons are scattered
in the direction θ, φ, toward a detector of small area (dS).
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The partial differential scattering cross-section

d2 σ
dΩdEf

represents the flux of

neutrons per small solid angle dΩ that interact with a certain energy transfer
→
−
h̄ω and momentum transfer h̄ Q . The partial differential cross-sections are
the quantities actually measured in the scattering experiment. Therefore, we
need theoretical expressions that allow to derive, from the latter, quantities of
energy transfer and momentum transfer which would provide information
about the structure and the dynamic of the studied sample.

Scattering from a single fixed nucleus
We consider the simple case of a nuclear scattering by a single nucleus fixed
in position (elastic scattering). The nuclear forces which cause the scattering
have a range of 10−14 to 10−15 m while the wavelength of thermal neutrons is
in the order of 10−10 m. We take the origin to be at the position of the nucleus
→
−
and the z axis along the direction of ki , the wavevector of incident neutrons.
Then the latter can be represented by their wavefunction: Ψinc = exp(iki z).
The neutrons are plane waves and as any other kind of plane waves, the neutrons scattered by an object small compared to their wavelength, are scattered
in the form of spherically symmetric waves. As the scattering is spherically
symmetric, the wave function of the neutrons at the point r can be written as:
Ψsc = − rb exp(iki r).
Where b is a constant known as the scattering length varying from one type
of nucleus to an other and depends on their spin states as well. In this simple
case it is shown that the total cross-section σtot , i.e. the cross section of the
neutrons scattered in all direction and for all energies, is defined by :
Z

∞

Z

σtot =
0

all directions



d2 σ
dΩdEf



dΩdEf = 4πb2

(2.3)
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Fermi’s golden rule
We consider now the nuclear scattering by a general system of particles, we

dσ
representing the sum of all
consider the differential cross-section dΩ
λi →λ
f

processes in which the state of the scattering system changes from λi to λf ,
and the state of the neutron changes from ki to kf (we voluntarily ignore the
spin of the neutron so that its state is entirely defined by its momentum, and
we don’t have to account for magnetic interactions). The sum is taken for all
the values of kf in the small solid angle dΩ, and we have thus :


dσ
dΩ


=
λi →λf

1 1 X
Wki ,λi →kf ,λf
Φ dΩ k

(2.4)

f

Where, Wki ,λi →kf ,λf is the number of transitions per second from the state
ki , λi to the state kf , λf , and Φ is the flux of incident neutrons. In order to evaluate the expression on the right side of this equation we use a fundamental
result of quantum mechanics known as the Fermi’s golden rule that gives us :
X
kf

Wki ,λi →kf ,λf =

2π
ρk |hkf λf |V |ki λi i|2 ,
h̄ f

(2.5)

where ρk0 is the number of momentum states in dΩ per unit energy range
for neutrons in the state k 0 . The term between brackets represents the probability of transition from the eigenstate |ki λi i to |kf λf i under a perturbation.
Finally, V is the interaction potential which represents the interaction between the neutron and the sample, and is obtained as the sum over all the
atoms in the sample.

Expression for the double differential cross-section
We can rewrite the expression of the double differential cross section

d2 σ
dΩdEf

taking into account the exchange of energy and momentum in the simple
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case of all the scattered neutrons have the same final energy:


d2 σ
dΩdEf


λi →λf

kf
=
ki



m
2πh̄2



|hkf λf |V |ki λi i|2 δ Eλi − Eλf + Ei − Ef


(2.6)

Where, Eλi and Eλf are the initial and final energies of the scattering system and the δ-function is a mathematical term representing the energy distribution of the scattered neutrons.
We now insert a specific function for V . The core-neutron interaction is a
short range force and can be described with the Fermi pseudopotential and can
thus be expressed as :
→
−
2πh̄2
bj
Vj ( Q ) =
m

(2.7)

→
−
Where Vj ( Q ) is the Fourier transform of the Fermi pseudopotential func−
tion Vj (→
xj ) of the j th nucleus, and bj is the scattering length of the latter.
→
−
Using the definition of the pseudopotential V ( Q ) and the Born approximation, that assumes that the interaction with a scatterer point is independent of the scattering of the other scatterers in the system, the probability
→
−
−
for a neutron with a wavevector ki being scattered by a potential V (→
r ) is
proportional to :
Z
e

−
→→
i ki .−
r

−
→−
→ −
−
V (→
r ) eikf . r d→
r

2

Z
=

−
→−
→
−
−
ei Q . r V (→
r ) d→
r

2

(2.8)

And we can then generalize equation 2.6, for all the processes and not
only for the process where the system goes from a specific state λ to another
λ0 :
d2 σ
kf 1 X
bj 0 bj
=
dΩdEf
ki 2πh̄ jj 0

Z

∞

−→

−
→

he−iQ.Rj0 (0) eiQ.Rj (t) i × e−iωt dt

(2.9)

−∞

−
→
−→
Where Rj (t) and Rj 0 (t) are time-dependent Heisenberg operators contain−→
−→
ing H the Hamiltonian of the scattering system, and Rj 0 (0) = Rj 0 .
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The equation 2.9 is the basic expression that bridge the measurements and
the informations on the studied system. Indeed, we have related the measured cross-section

d2 σ
dΩdEf

to Heisenberg operators that contain Hamiltonians,

containing themselves the properties of the scattering system. Moreover we
→
−
expressed the cross section such as it depends on Q and ω which are quantities that can be known via the laws of conservation, h̄ω = Ei − Ef and
→
− →
−
→
−
Q = ki − kf .

Coherent and incoherent scattering
The coherent and incoherent scattering are important notions in neutron scattering and depend on the nature of the scattering nuclei. Consider a scattering system consisting of a single element where the scattering length b varies
from one nucleus to another depending on the nuclear spin or the presence
of isotopes or both. We define fi the relative frequency with which the value
P
bi occurs. Then, the average value of b for the system is b = i fi bi and the
P
average value of b2 is b2 = i fi b2i . We can rewrite equation 2.9:
d2 σ
kf 1 X
=
b j 0 bj
dΩdEf
ki 2πh̄ jj 0

Z

hj 0 , jie−iωt dt

(2.10)

where
−
→ −→

−
→−
→

hj 0 , ji = he−i Q .Rj0 (0) ei Q .Rj (t) i

(2.11)

On the assumption there is no correlation between the b values of the different nuclei we can define that :
bj 0 bj = (b)2 ,

for j 0 6= j.

bj 0 bj = b2 ,

for j 0 = j.
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so
X
d2 σ
kf 1
=
(b)2
dΩdEf ki 2πh̄
jj 0

Z

hj 0 , jie−iωt dt

XZ
kf 1
2
{b2 − (b) }
hj, jie−iωt dt
+
ki 2πh̄
j
 2 
 2 
dσ
dσ
=
+
dΩdEf coh
dΩdEf inc

(2.12)
(2.13)

We see that the cross-section can be expressed such as it is composed of
two terms, the first one which is know as the coherent and the second one as
the incoherent scattering cross-section. We can then write :





d2 σ
dΩdEf



d2 σ
dΩdEf



coh

inc

σcoh kf 1 X
=
4π ki 2πh̄ jj 0

Z

σinc kf 1 X
=
4π ki 2πh̄ j

Z

∞

−
→ −→

−
→−
→

he−i Q .Rj0 (0) ei Q .Rj (t) i × e−iωt dt,

(2.14)

−∞
∞

−
→−
→

−
→−
→

he−i Q .Rj (0) ei Q .Rj (t) i × e−iωt dt,

(2.15)

−∞

where σcoh = 4π(b)2 and σinc = 4π{b2 − (b)2 }.
A real scattering system has different scattering lengths associated with
different nuclei. The coherent scattering is thus the scattering the same nuclei (with the same positions and motions) would give if all the scattering
lengths were equal to b. While the incoherent scattering is the term that must
be added to obtain the scattering of the real scattering system. In other words,
the incoherent scattering arises from the random distribution of the scattering lengths from their mean value.
It is conventional to give the values b and b2 in terms of the two quantities
σcoh and σinc . Table 2.1 shows few values of σcoh and σinc as examples for
some elements. Those few values have been taken from the complete list
of elements provided by Koester (1977)[170]. By looking at those values we
understand why the neutron techniques are especially sensitive to hydrogen
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1
H
2
H
C
O
Mg
Al

Z

σcoh
1
1
6
8
12
13
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σinc

1.8
5.6
5.6
4.2
3.6
1.5

80.2
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

TABLE 2.1: Values of σcoh and σinc for few elements. The units
of σcoh and σinc are barns (10−28 m2 ) and the values are taken
from Koester (1977)[170].

atoms. Indeed, we see that the hydrogen owns a scattering cross-section of
82 barns (which is the largest among the periodic table of the element) and
inc
is mainly an incoherent scatterer (σH
= 80.2 barns). Comparatively, the

carbon atoms, which are pure coherent scatterers, own a very small crosssection (σC = σCcoh = 5.6 barns). In the rest of the manuscript we will often
consider that, as our samples all contains hydrogen atoms, the contributions
of the other elements and the hydrogen coherent cross-section to the total
cross-section are negligible. From now we will thus focus on the theory of
INS concerning the incoherent scattering.

Incoherent inelastic scattering by crystals
We consider now the scattering system is a Bravais crystal (one atom per unit
cell). Due to thermal motion, the nucleus is displaced form its equilibrium
position l. Its position is Rl (t) = l + ul (t), where ul (t) is the Heinsenberg
operator of ul , the displacement from the equilibrium position. We assume
that the interatomic forces in the crystal are harmonic. For such forces ul can
be expressed as the sum of displacements due to a set of normal modes.
Then part of the equation 2.15 can be expressed as:
XZ

−
→−
→

−
→−
→

he−i Q .Rl (0) e−i Q .Rl (t) i × e−iωt dt

j

Z
=N

heU eV0 ie−iωt dt,

(2.16)
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→
− −
where N is the number of nuclei in the crystal, U = −i Q .→
u0 (0), and V0 =

→
− −
i Q .→
u0 (t).
We find then the expression for the incoherent cross-section to be :


d2 σ
dΩdEf


inc

σinc kf N hU 2 i
=
e
4π ki 2πh̄

Z

ehU V0 i e−iωt dt

(2.17)

In the case the neutrons interact with the scattering system via a simple onephonon process, i.e. the case of one neutron interact with one phonon, it is
shown (from phonon expansion) that ehU V0 i = hU V0 i.
The one-phonon incoherent cross-section is then defined by :



d2 σ
dΩdEf


inc 1 ph

→
− − 2
σinc kf N −2W X ( Q . →
es )
e
=
4π ki 2πh̄
ωs
s
× {hns + 1iδ (ω − ωs ) + hns iδ (ω + ωs )},

(2.18)

where M is the mass of the scattering atom, ωs is the angular frequency of
mode s, es is its polarization vector, and ns its quantum number. The exponential term 2W is known as the Debye-Waller factor, it is equal to −hU 2 i. The
first term in the curly brackets corresponds to phonon emission (the scattering process in which the neutron creates a phonon in the sth normal mode)
and the second term corresponds to phonon annihilation (the scattering process in which the neutron annihilates a phonon in the sth normal mode).
We may note that as the temperature tends to zero, hns + 1i tends to one and
hns i tends to zero. This is because when the crystal is at zero temperature
all the normal-mode oscillators are at their ground states. Thus, there are no
phonon to be annihilated.
Finally, for a given kf , we get scattering from all the normal modes whose
ωs values satisfy ω = ωs . The cross-section therefore depends on the number
of modes that have the correct frequency, and we can express the incoherent
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one-phonon cross-section in terms of the phonon density of states g(ω):



d2 σ
dΩdEf

where β =


=
inc±1
1
.
kb T

σinc kf N 2 −2W g(ω)
1
Qe
{coth( h̄ωβ) ± 1},
4π ki 4M
ω
2

(2.19)

With the equation 2.19, we see that by measuring the

incoherent one-phonon scattering as a function of Ef we can determine the
phonon density of state g(ω) of our scattering system.

Correlation functions in neutron scattering
The correlation functions are widely used in neutron scattering. They are not
only useful for calculating various properties of the scattering system, but
they also provide insight into the physical significance of the terms that occur
in the scattering cross-section. For clarity we will focus on the incoherent
scattering but the same principles apply to the coherent scattering. We define
a function Iinc (Q, t), known as the the intermediate function, by :
→−
→
−
→−
→
→
−
1 X −i−
Iinc ( Q , t) =
he Q .Rj (0) ei Q .Rj (t) i
N j

(2.20)

→
−
Similarly we define Sinc ( Q , ω) the incoherent scattering function, by :
→
−
1
Sinc ( Q , ω) =
2πh̄

Z

∞

→
−
Iinc ( Q , t)e−iωt dt

(2.21)

−∞

Then, inserting those correlation functions in Equations 2.14 and 2.15 we
obtain :

→
−
d2 σ
σcoh kf
=
N Scoh ( Q , ω)
dΩdEf
4π ki
 2 coh
→
−
σinc kf
dσ
=
N Sinc ( Q , ω)
dΩdEf inc 4π ki



(2.22)
(2.23)
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→
−
Alike the cross-section, we can define a function S( Q , ω) composed of the

coherent and incoherent scattering functions, known as the total dynamical
structure factor, such as:
→
−
→
−
→
−
Stot ( Q , ω) = Scoh ( Q , ω) + Sinc ( Q , ω)

(2.24)

We see from equations 2.22 and 2.23 that the cross-section measured in neutron experiments is essentially the product of two factors. The first factor, σ,
depends on the interaction between the neutron and the individual particles
→
−
of the scattering system. The second factor, S( Q , ω), does not depend on the
properties of the neutrons (mass, energy, etc.) but depends on the properties
of the scattering system, and more specifically on the relative positions and
motions of the particles in the system. These depend on the forces between
the particle, and on the temperature of the system. Therefore, these equations
allow to bridge the measurements and the properties of the studied samples,
and illustrate quite well why neutrons are widely used for probing matter.

2.2.3

Specificities of IN1-LAGRANGE spectrometer

The IN1-LAGRANGE (LArge GRaphite ANalyser for Genuine Excitations)
instrument [171] was chosen to investigate the vibrations of our sample on a
wide energy range (26-500 meV), where the internal modes of the hydrogen
atoms are expected.
IN1-LAGRANGE is an indirect geometry spectrometer (Figure 2.13) based
on the space focusing of neutrons scattered by the sample (that can be cooled
down to 5 K) in a very large solid angle, which are all recorded with a relatively small single counter (3 He detector). It is installed on the hot beam H8,
having a direct view of the ILL hot source and it shares the primary spectrometer (constituted of a set of monochromators) with the D4 diffractometer.
The primary spectrometer contains large double-focussing multi-face crystal
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monochomators (Cu220, Cu331, Si111 and Si311) that supply the secondary
spectrometer (IN1-LAGRANGE or D4) with a monochromatic neutron beam.

F IGURE 2.13: Vertical cut of the IN1-LAGRANGE insert (secondary
spectrometer)

IN1-LAGRANGE uses a cooled Beryllium filter combined with a large
area pyrolitic graphite (PG) space-focusing crystal analyzer, to collect the
scattered neutrons over a large solid angle of 2.5 steradian. The combination
of the filter and the crystal analyzer defines the final energy of the scattered
neutron to 4.5 meV, making the final energy reaching the 3 He detector fixed.
The incident energy Ei is given by the Bragg angle between the monochomator face and the sample. It is a scanning instrument that changes its configuration at each energy step (at each Ei ). Indeed by moving both the monochromator and the secondary spectrometer on θ-2θ scans, IN1-LAGRANGE is
allowed to take advantage of the whole energy range provided by the hot
source and to scan from 1 meV to 1 eV (with different monochromators).
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Due to its peculiar geometry, the spectrometer probes a relatively thick re→
−
gion in ( Q , ω) (see fig. 2.14) owing to the relative large scattered angles col→
−
lected. However the Q domain available at each energy transfer is integrated
→
−
at the detector, so that no Q dependence on the scattering can be analyzed,
but the integration results in a very intense signal. Moreover, its geometry is
→
−
→
−
such that the spectrometer works at relatively high values of Q (large ki and
→
−
low kf ), meaning that all scattering involves the exchanging energy of the
scattering atoms. In such conditions, as the neutron energy rises, the elastic
cross section falls, the inelastic cross section rises and the incoherent approximation is valid. The dynamic response of the scattering system can then be
calculated simply by treating the scattering as inelastic and incoherent.
Finally, the measured intensity is directly proportional to the generalized
phonon density of states (GDOSexp ), which allows a direct comparison with
the calculated neutron spectra[172, 173]. The experiments were performed
using the Cu220 and Cu331 monochromators. With such a configurations
the incident energy (Ei ) was scanned from 26 meV up to 500 meV and the
energy resolution was around 1.5 - 2% of Ei .
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F IGURE 2.14: Kinematical range of IN1-LAGRANGE over its wide
scanning energy range (26-500 meV). It represents the (Q, ω) region
accessible with the spectrometer.

2.3

Density Functional Theory calculations

We introduced in section 2.2.1 that one of the many advantages of neutron
techniques is that they can be relatively easily modeled by computer simulations. Indeed, nowadays, with the growth of computer capacities and performance, the simulations of complex molecular systems have been rendered
possible. Therefore the experimental data are quasi-systematically analyzed
and discussed jointly with the results of numerical modeling and simulations.
In the context of this thesis, the main goal of the numerical simulations is
to calculate the vibration frequencies of the atoms in our samples, based on
hypothetical models that represent at best the materials under study. With
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the calculated vibration frequencies, we can confront the simulated and experimental results in order to have a better understanding of the interactions
between atoms in our samples, and therefore, increase our chances of answering to the fundamental questions raised here. In order to obtain these
vibration frequencies we used a very common numerical approach based on
the Density Functional Theory (DFT), and that aims at calculating the vibrations of a given arrangement of atoms, called Lattice Dynamics (LD). In this
section we develop the basic concepts of the DFT and the Lattice dynamics,
and we advise any interested reader who would like to have the full details
about those numerical tools to refer to the following very good books and
papers: [174–176] (DFT) and [177–179] (Lattice Dynamics).

2.3.1

The principle of DFT

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is one of the most popular and successful
quantum mechanical approach for materials modeling problems in physics,
chemistry, materials science and some branches of engineering. The good
balance between its high efficiency and its relatively high accuracy is the
main reason of its still growing success. In many-body quantum theory (such
as Hartree-Fock (HF) methods [180–182]) the wavefunction (Ψ) is the fundamental variable that contains all the information on the state of a system
and from which the resolution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation, ĤΨ = EΨ, allows to derive values of the observable of interest. The
major drawbacks of the HF methods comes from the fact that they ignore the
correlated motion of each electron with every others, which has an impact on
their accuracy, and that they have a lack of computational efficiency, which
troubles the calculations performed on large systems.
The main idea behind the DFT is that the one-electron density ρ is used as
the basic variable to describe the systems. The strength of the DFT is that ρ is
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a function of the three space coordinates only, i.e. :

ρ = ρ(r),

(2.25)

and that the complex mathematical object Ψ (wavefunction) is replaced by
the much simpler quantity ρ. If the Ψ in many-body theory methods is a
function of 3N coordinates (4N if the spin is taken into account), N being the
number of electrons in the system, ρ is a function of three spacial variables
which renders the electronics problem solvable for systems containing more
than few atoms. So, for example, for a nanocluster of 100 Pb atoms the DFT
reduces the problem from something with more than 23000 dimensions to a
problem with just 3 dimensions.

2.3.2

The Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT

Even if the basis of DFT were set already by L. Thomas and E. Fermi in 1928
[183, 184], the real formulation was provided by P. Hohenberg and W. Kohn
(HK) in 1964 with their two fundamental theorems [185]. And in 1965, Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham (HKS) introduced a proof of these theorems by
showing that the DFT was an exact theory in the same sense as the multibody theories [186].

In HKS formulation, instead of using the full electronic wavefunction Ψ0 ,
the electronic ground state of a system can be entirely described by its electron density ρ(r). Based on the second HK theorem, that relates the nondegenerated ground-states density ρ0 to the ground-state energy E0 by stating that the energy functional E[ρ] is universal for ρ = ρ0 , the exact groundstate density is obtained by minimizing E[ρ] with respect to ρ in order to find
E[ρ] = E0 .
In the Kohn-Sham (KS) approach, the fully interacting many-body system
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is replaced by an ensemble of virtual particles in a modified potential V (r)
characterized by the same density ρ as the real electronic system, and the
total energy functional E[ρ] can be written as:

E[ρ] = Ts [ρ] + Vext [ρ] + EH [ρ] + Exc [ρ],

(2.26)

where Ts [ρ] is the non-interacting kinetic energy, Vext [ρ] is the external potential, EH [ρ] is the Hartree energy (representing the classical Coulomb interaction of an interacting charge density ρ(r)), and Exc [ρ] is the exchangecorrelation functional and takes into account the correlation part that is missing in the HF methods. The advantage of this decomposition, given by the
KS approach, is that Ts [ρ] and EH [ρ] are given by exact expressions. In practice, KS equation is solved using an iterative self-consistant procedure that
aims at calculating the exact ground-state and energy by finding ρ(r) such
that :
δE[ρ]
= 0,
δρ

(2.27)

with the condition :
Z
ρ(r)dr = N

(2.28)

where N is the number of electron in the system.
Note that the Exc [ρ] is often divided into two contributions, an exchange term
and a correlation term :

Exc [ρ] = Ex [ρ] + Ec [ρ],

(2.29)

where the exchange energy Ex [ρ] of a system of electrons is associated with
the Pauli exclusion principle (because two electrons with the same spin must
have a spatial separation, the electron-electron repulsion energy is reduced).
And the correlation energy Ec [ρ] is taking into account the correlated motion
of each electron with every other.
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However, the exact expression of Exc is not known and thus approximate
formulas are needed. Several approximations approaches have been developed to improve the exchange-correlation functional, each approach presents
its own advantages and disadvantages and this is the reason why we find
nowadays a wide variety of developed functionals. Nevertheless they can be
classified in different classes depending on the type of approximation they
are based on: the local density approximations (LDA), the generalized gradient approximations (GGA), the meta-GGA and the hybrid ones.

The Local Density Approximation (LDA)
The simplest approach used to approximate the exchange-correlation functional is the LDA. In this approximation, the value of Exc [ρ] is approximated
by the exchange-correlation energy per electron εxc in an uniform electron
gas of the same density ρ(r) :
LDA
Exc
[ρ(r)]

Z
=

εxc [ρ(r)]ρ(r)dr,

(2.30)

and where εxc [ρ] = εx [ρ] + εc [ρ].
The εx [ρ] and εc [ρ] are usually interpolated analytically by Quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) methods. Despite the success of the LDA methods, that made
the popularity of the DFT calculations, they present some limitations for inhomogeneous systems such as molecular materials. For instance, in strongly
correlated systems LDA is very inaccurate. Moreover it does not account
for the van der Waals interactions at all and gives very poor description of
hydrogen bonding systems. Functionals with other forms were then needed.
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The Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)
In order to improve the LDA, it has been developed a gradient correction to
the Exc expression which gave raise to the GGAs methods. Practically, it is
done by rendering the Exc a functional of both the density ρ(r) and its gradient 5ρ(r). Therefore the exchange-correlation energy of the GGAs methods
takes the general form of:
GGA
Exc
[ρ(r)]

Z
=

fGGA {ρ(r), 5ρ(r)} dr.

(2.31)

For many properties, for example optimized geometries, ground state energies of molecules and solids, covalent bonds and weakly bonded systems,
the GGAs methods often gives better results than the LDAs. Several GGA
functionals have been developed so far and, depending on the studied system, can provide a relatively good accuracy. We can cite few of the most
popular gradiant corrected correlation functionals wich are widely adopted,
such as: the PBE (Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof) functional[187], which have
been widely used for the calculations of this thesis, the PW91 (Perdew and
Wang) functional[188, 189] and the LYP (Lee-Yang-Parr) functional[190].

Other types of functionals
A number of new fGGA functionals include a third generation which uses the
second derivative of the density 4ρ(r) and/or kinetic energy densities τ (r)
as additional degrees of freedom. They belong to the class called meta-GGAs
functionals.
And a forth generation which adds ”exact exchange” calculated from the
Hartree-Fock exchange, that are called hybrid functionals, and for instance
that are mixing a portion of the exact Hartree-Fock exchange to a LDA- or
GGA-type functionals. A good example of this type of functional that could
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be mentioned is the very popular B3LYP[191].

Figure 2.15 below summarizes the characteristics and the successive improvements made building an accurate universal density-based approach.

F IGURE 2.15: Schematic illustration of Perdew’s view of the hierarchy of DFT approximations. Taken from [176].

2.3.3

The Lattice Dynamics

The subject of the lattice dynamics (LD) is the study of the vibrations of the
atoms in crystals, but finds applications for various types of materials. For
instance, in our case we made advantage of the periodicity in order to simulate infinite carbon nanotubes along one dimension, allowing us to model
long CNTs, using a reasonable number of carbon atoms.
In this section, we will give the important notions about the lattice dynamics for a crystalline system, in order to understand how does the LD method
allow to obtain vibrational information from a virtual atomic model. These
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concepts are actually applicable to any virtual collection of atoms within a
unit cell.

F IGURE 2.16: Classical potential energy curve for two atoms, showing a minimum at separation at r0 that might correspond to the bond
length. This plot is a simplification of the situation within a crystal.
Taken from [179].

The harmonic approximation
The key approximation in the theory of lattice dynamics is the harmonic approximation. This is illustrated by considering the potential energy between
two atoms, as shown in Figure 2.16. The energy can be written as a Taylor
expansion around the minimum point r0 :

E(r) = E0 +

1 δ2E
2 δr2

(r − r0 )2 +
r0

1 δ3E
3! δr3

(r − r0 )3 +
r0

1 δ4E
4! δr4

(r − r0 )4 + ...
r0

(2.32)
where the derivatives are performed at r = r0 . The harmonic approximation consists in neglecting all the terms of power higher than 2.
The total energy E of a crystalline collection of atoms in a lattice can be defined by :

E=

0
1 X X j,j 0
1 XX
φn,n0 (uj,n − uj 0 n0 )2 =
uj,n Φj,j
n,n0 uj 0 n0
4 n,n0 j,j 0
2 n,n0 j,j 0

(2.33)
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0

where φj,j
n,n0 is the differential of an individual bond energy with respect
0

to the displacements of the atoms within the bond, Φj,j
n,n0 is the differential of
the overall energy with respect to the atomic displacement. The labels n and
n0 denote unit cells, and the labels j and j 0 denote the atoms in the unit cell.
And where the displacement of any atoms in the unit cell can be described
by the following equation of motion :

uj,n (t) = ũj exp(i(kna − ωt))

(2.34)

where ũj is the relative amplitude of motion of the atoms and a is the
length unit cell labelled n.
From simple Newton’s equations, f orce = mass × acceleration, we can write
a general equation of motion for our system:
ω 2 ej =

X
j 0 ,n0

√

0
1
ik(n0 −n)a
Φj,j
ej
n,n0 e
0
mj mj

(2.35)

That can be expanded in the form of a matrix equation :
→
− −
→
− −
−
−
ω2→
e = D( k ) · →
e =⇒ ω 2 = →
e T · D( k ) · →
e

(2.36)

 
..
.
 
→
−

e =
e j 
.
..

(2.37)

X j,j 0 −
→ −
→
−
→
→
−
1
Dj,j 0 ( k ) = √
Φ0,n0 ei k .( r j,0 − r j0 ,n0 )
mj mj 0 n0

(2.38)

where

and

→
−
D( k ) is the dynamical matrix of the system and m is the mass of the atom.
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Equations 2.36 is a simple eigenvalue/eigenvector equation, with the matrix of solutions ω 2 representing the eigenvalues of D(k) and the matrix of e
representing the eigenvectors. This step is commonly referred as the diagonalisation of the dynamical matrix of the system. Then, from the eigenvectors
and the eigenvalues, the atomic displacements and their amplitudes in real
space can be expressed in terms of normal modes coordinates in the reciprocal space. Therefore, the frequencies of the normal modes can be calculated,
and by performing a summation over all modes via the generation of a list
of frequency values for a grid of wave vector. If the grid is sufficiently fine,
it is possible then to generate a histogram of frequency values, and such an
histogram is called the density of states g(ω).
This g(ω) is actually the sum of the individual atomic contribution to the viP
brational density of states and is defined by g(ω) = i gi (ω). Where the label
i denote the atomic element.
Before being able to compare it with the experimental generalized density
of states GDOSexp (result of the INS experiments) it is necessary to calculate
a theoretical generalized density of states (GDOSth ) taking into account the
individual atomic contributions weighted by their respective neutron cross
P σi
g (ω)e−2Wi (Q) , where σi
section and mass, and defined by GDOSth ∝
i mi i
indicate the experimental individual cross section, mi is the mass and Wi (Q)
is the Debye-Waller factor for the atom i. Since the hydrogen scattering cross
section is very large compared to the other atoms of our models, the individual contributions of any atoms are often considered negligible compared to
those of hydrogen in the case of INS measurements, and the GDOSth can be
then approximated such as GDOSth ≈ gH (ω)e−2WH (Q) , where gH (ω) is known
as the hydrogen partial density of states.
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Principle

The X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) technique is commonly used
for surface analysis. Because it uses photons (soft X-rays) as a probe, the
penetration depth in the materials does not exceed usually a few nanometers.
Nevertheless it is a powerful technique that presents many advantages. The
surface analysis by XPS is accomplished by irradiating a sample with monoenergetic soft X-rays and analyzing the energy of the core electrons emitted
from the sample (see Figure 2.17). Indeed, these photons interact with atoms
in the surface region, causing core electrons to be emitted by photoelectric
effect.

L2,3 or 2p

L1 or 2s

Photon

Photoelectron

K or 1s

F IGURE 2.17: Illustration of the photoelectric effect on one core electron.

The emitted electrons have then a kinetic energy given by :

KE = hν − BE
Where hν is the energy of the photon and BE is the binding energy of the
atomic orbital from which the electron originates.
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It is then easy to have access to the original binding energy of the elec-

tron knowing the incident photon energy and measuring the kinetic energy
of the emitted photoelectron. And, because each element has a unique set of
binding energies, XPS can be used to identify and determine the concentration of elements at the surface of a given sample. In addition, small variations of the elemental binding energy can be found and exploited. Indeed
those variations in the elemental binding energies arise from differences in
the chemical bonding of the element. This change in core electron binding
energies, so-called “chemical shift” can be explained by the effective charge
potential change on an atom when bonded to another one. It is therefore possible to have access to the bonding state of the studied element, meaning that
the chemical shifts can be used to identify the neighboring or the chemical
state of the atoms of interest.

2.4.2

Instrumentation

The basic components of a typical XPS instrument are schematically shown
in Figure 2.18. Commonly it is composed of an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)based stainless steel chamber containing the sample stage, an electron energy
analyzer and an X-ray source (with or without monochromator). Frequently
there are additional devices like, for example, a sample preparation chamber
or an ion source for sample cleaning or depth profiling.

X-ray Sources
The most common X-ray sources used in XPS are equipped with Mg or Al anodes. The characteristic Mg Kα radiation at 1253.6 eV and the Al Kα radiation
at 1486.6 eV possess sufficiently high energy for core level electron emission
as well as a sufficiently low spectral line width (less than 1 eV) to provide
XPS spectra with a good resolution. A thin foil of Aluminium is placed at the
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UHV Chamber

F IGURE 2.18: Main components of a typical XPS instrument

exit of the X-rays source to shield the sample from parasitic electrons emitted by the source, from contamination and from the radiative heat from the
anode. This type of X-ray source produce a main emission line together with
minor lines at higher binding energy. Indeed, the Kα line of the usual Mg
and Al sources consists in a main doublet peak Kα1,2 , further satellite peaks
and a Kβ line. If the Kα5,6 and the Kβ lines owns negligible intensity, the Kα3,4
possesses together about 10% intensity of the main line and are about 10 eV
shifted to lower binding energy (see Table 2.2). These satellites contribute to
distort the spectra and have to be taken into account when it comes to data
analysis.
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K lines
Mg
Al

Rel. intensity (%)
Energy displacement (eV)
Rel. intensity (%)
Energy displacement (eV)

α1,2
100
0
100
0

α3
8.0
8.4
6.4
9.8

α4
4.1
10.2
3.2
11.8

α5
0.55
17.5
0.4
20.1

α6
0.45
20.0
0.3
23.4

β
0.5
48.5
0.55
69.7

TABLE 2.2: X-ray Satellites energies and intensities for Mg and
Al sources [192].

Electron Energy Analyzer
The Electron Energy Analyzer (EEA) is maybe the most important part of an
electron spectrometer. From its quality depends the quality and the precision of the measurement. Three different types of electrostatic analyzers are
most common in commercial electron spectroscopic instruments: the Retarding Field Analyzers (RFA), the Concentric Hemispherical Analyzers (CHA)
and Cylindrical Mirror Analyzers (CMA). The RFA acts as a high-pass filter
that cut off all the electrons below a certain energy, while the CHA and CMA
are deflection analyzers and operate like band-pass filters that select electron having energies comprised in a certain choosen small energy window.
Therefore, CHA and CMA have intrinsically a better signal-to-noise feature
and an higher sensitivity than the RFA type. That leaves the RFA used for
special applications (AES, PECVD ...).

2.4.3

Measurements

Sampling depth
The sampling depth is defined as the depth from which 95% of all photoelectrons are scattered by the time they reach the surface of the sample, and
therefore as the depth from which 95% of all the photoelectrons do not reach
the analyzer. This depth is directly linked to the inelastic mean free path
(IMFP) of an electron in a solid, and is approximately three times this IMFP.
As the IMFP depends mostly on the kinetic energy of the photoelectron it is
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possible to establish the relation between the IMFP and the corresponding
kinetic energy. Figure 2.19 represents the “universal curve” that relate the
kinetic energies of the electrons to their IMFP in a solid (taken from[193]).

F IGURE 2.19: Universal curve for the inelastic mean free path of
electrons in a solid [193].

For example, the core level photoelectrons owns a kinetic energy of approximately 100-500 eV. According to figure 2.19 we see that to this energy
corresponds an IMFP of approximately 1-3 nm. We can then easily find the
sampling depth to be: Sampling depth = 3 × IMFP = 3-9 nm. This sampling
depth is typically what we can expect to probe in our samples using the Mg
Kα radiation at 1253.6 eV or the Al Kα radiation at 1486.6 eV.
Typical XPS spectrum
Figure 2.20 below, shows the typical XPS spectrum obtained for the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) by means of the Mg Kα radiation at 1253.6 eV.
It illustrates quite well the information we can obtain with such a technique.
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The FITC is a molecule composed of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and
sulfur atoms only and, as we clearly see on figure 2.20, these different atoms
can be discriminated on the spectrum since their core electrons own very
different bonding energies. Indeed, the peaks labeled “C1s” “N1s” “O1s”
and “S2p” corresponds respectively to the detection of the core photoelectron from the 1s orbital of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms, and from
the 2p orbital of the sulfur atoms. The hydrogen is obviously not present on
the spectrum since it does not have a core electron and so will not produce
a core photoelectron in this range of binding energy. Nevertheless, from this
type of spectrum we are able to identify the different elements composing
our samples via the characteristic binding energies of their core orbitals. Afterwards, by measuring specifically the range of an element of interest with a
better resolution we can obtain information about its surrounding by looking
at the so-called “chemical shift”.
C1s

O1s

N1s

S2p

F IGURE 2.20: Typical XPS spectrum of the fluorescein isothiocyanate in the binding energy range of 0-650 eV and measured with
an Mg Kα radiation at 1253.6 eV.
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Chemical Shift
As it has been mentioned before, XPS technique allows to identify the neighboring of a given element by measuring its chemical state, and measuring the
so-called “chemical shift” of the peaks. Indeed, from a well known peak position attributed to a specific element with a specific surrounding, it is possible
to observe shift in peak position when the surrounding of the element is different.
For instance, when an atom is bonded
to another one with higher electronegativity a charge transfer to the latter occurs and the effective charge of
the former becomes positive, and thus
increasing the binding energy.

On

the contrary, the binding energy of
the atom with higher electronegativity is decreased. With the help of data
bases, it is then possible to attribute
these chemical shifts to a specific surrounding, and obtain qualitative information on the composition of the
F IGURE 2.21: XPS spectrum in the C1s resample. Figure 2.21 gives an example
gion of the Ethyl Trifluoroacetate[194].

for the use of the chemical shift. On
this plot of the carbon 1s orbital (C1s) analysis of the Ethyl Trifluoroacetate
[194], we see that the different carbon atoms of the molecule are responsible for different specific peak depending on their direct surrounding and can
thus be discriminated.
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Quantification
Beside the discrimination of the elements and their surrounding, one of the
strength of the XPS techniques is to allow quantitative measurements. Indeed, the measured intensities of the photoelectrons is define by:

Ii = Ni σi λi K,

(2.39)

where Ii is the intensity of a photoelectron peak “p” for the element “i”,
Ni is the average atomic concentration of the element “i” in the surface analyzed, σi is the photoelectron cross section for the element “i”, λi is the inelastic mean free path of a photoelectron from the element “i”, and K represents all the other factors related to quantitative detection of a signal and is
assumed to remain constant during a given experiment. We see that the parameters σi and λi depend on the element but also depend on the materials
analyzed. Therefore, for a unique experiment on a sample surface, we can
consider them only depending on the element and can be gathered with K
in a unique factor Si defined as the atomic sensitivity factor. We thus find the
atomic concentration Ni to be:

Ni =

Ii
,
Si

(2.40)

If Si vary from a material to an other, the Si ratio between two element
( SS12 ) is nearly constant. Thus, for any spectrometer, it is possible to develop
a set of relative values of S for all the element. From equation 2.41 we see
then that we can easily find the relative proportions of two elements in a
materials by simply knowing the

S1
S2

ratio and their relative intensity using

the following equation:
I1 /S1
N1
=
,
N2
I2 /S2

(2.41)
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It becomes even easier when it comes to know the relative proportions of
the different contributions to the chemical shifts of a single element. Indeed,
in this case the sensitivity factors of equation 2.41 are equal and the equation become, for two contributions peak “p1” and “p2” to the same element
orbital:
Ip1
Np1
=
,
Np2
Ip2

(2.42)

Finally, in practice we prefer to use the area of the peaks instead of the intensity, in order to increase the precision of the quantification with XPS techniques. Indeed using the peak’s areas allow to better take into account the
effects of the background and the experimental resolution on the measured
spectra. If, at this point, the reader is interested in more details about the XPS
Instrumentation or XPS measurement, we recommend the very good book
of S. Hofmann, “Auger- and X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy in Materials
Science” [195] where all the concepts above are developed extensively.
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Experiments
In this chapter we focus on the analysis of the grafting of the two fluorophores
selected for this Ph.D. project, the FITC and the Cyanine. Indeed, we aim here
at investigating the differences in between this two fluorophores in terms of
covalent grafting efficiency when they are grafted onto DWNTs. First, the
FITC is commonly used for tracking the CNTs via fluorescence techniques
and, therefore, knowing the proportions of covalently and non-covalently
grafted molecules present a direct interest to determine the reliability of such
techniques. Then, the Cyanine which is rarely used because of its higher
cost, present nevertheless a huge interest in our study. Indeed, the Cyanine
exhibits a very different geometry from the FITC and offers us the possibility to investigate the influence of the fluorophore’s geometry on the grafting
process.
This chapter is divided in three parts. The first part presents the experimental results obtained for the study of the grafting of FITC onto DWNTs
using two differents spectroscopic techniques, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopy that
allow to probe respectively the surface and the bulk of our samples. The
second part presents the experimental results obtained for the study of the
grafting of the Cyanine onto DWNTs using the same techniques. The reader
must not be surprised by the similarities between the two first parts of this
chapter since the experiments were performed with the same techniques and
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under the same conditions in order to allow us to compare the grafting process of the two fluorophores. Finally, the third part focuses on the computational investigation of the energies involved in the non-covalent grafting of
the fluorophores onto DWNTs, and attempt to pave the way for the potential
furthers computational investigations.

3.1

Study of the grafting of the Fluorescein Isothiocyanate

3.1.1

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The XPS measurements were performed using a standard ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 1x10−10 mbar equipped with an
hemispherical analyzer and a non-monochromatic dual Mg/Al x-ray source.
For the present measurements the Mg anode was used providing X-ray photons with energy of 1253.6 eV. As the sample are powders, we used copper
adhesive tape to stick them to the sample holder which is made of molybdenum. Both the adhesive and the sample holder are conductive materials allowing the charges to be evacuated. Samples were pumped down overnight
within the XPS load lock chamber (1x10−8 mbar) prior to introduction into
the analysis chamber. The experimental XPS spectra have been fitted with
Voigt functions using a fixed Gaussian width of 0.8 eV corresponding to
the overall experimental resolution. For each spectrum the same procedure
was followed using the software “UNIFIT”. First the satellites and the Background were removed. The XPS spectra obtained for each sample were then
shifted in energy to compensate charge effects. The C1s orbital main C-C
peak was centered at 284.6 eV accordingly to the literature. Then, the appropriate number of components used for fitting the different contributions
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to each spectrum were chosen according to the number of Nitrogen containing chemical groups in the sample. Finally, one sample of pure FITC and
the sample “DWNT-diamine” were measured as references and the results
so obtained were used to fit the results obtained for the sample “DWNTdiamine-FITC”.
For all the spectra, the fit was considered converged when the χ2 tolerance
was reached and was equal to 1.10−9 .

FITC
A FITC molecule contains only one type of Nitrogen involved in a −NCS
chemical group (see inset of Fig. 3.1-a). The peak position, the area and the
Lorentzian full width at half maximum (wL) were let unconstrained during
the fitting procedure.
Figure 3.1-a shows the result of the XPS measurement of the FITC in the N1s
orbital binding energy region (blue marked line) and displays the result of
the peak fitting following the procedure mentioned above (green line).

(a)

(b)

Hydrogen
Carbon
Nitrogen

Oxygen
Sulfur

F IGURE 3.1: Experimental results of XPS measurements in the N1s
orbital of (a) the FITC and (b) the DWNT-diamine, and respective
results of the fitting.
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The −NCS group contribution to the N1s peak can be defined by its char-

acteristic position and wL, while its area is characteristic of the number of
Nitrogen atoms involved in such groups. The fitting parameters are listed in
table 3.1.
Chemical group
Peak Position (eV)
wL
Area

−NCS
400.1 ± 0.0
1.4 ± 0.0
2493.69 ± 0.07

TABLE 3.1: Fitting parameters of the −NCS groups XPS peak
from the FITC sample.

DWNT-Diamine
The DWNT-diamine sample has in principle two types of Nitrogen atoms:
the first type is involved in a −NH group and participates to the chemical
bond that links the linker to the nanotube. The second type, located at the
other extremity of the linker, is involved in a −NH2 group (see inset of Fig.
3.1-b). For the fitting procedure, the peaks positions and the wL were let unconstrained, and the area of the two peaks were constrained to be equal.
Figure 3.1-b shows the result of the XPS measurement of the DWNT-diamine
in the N1s orbital binding energy region (blue marked line) and displays the
results of the peak fit of the two chemical groups contributions to the spectrum: −NH2 groups (red line) and −NH groups (blue line)[196].

Now that the −NH2 and the −NH contributions to the N1s peak have
been fitted, we can define the position and the wL that are characteristic of
the latter groups signal. The fitting parameters are listed in table 3.2.
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−NH2

−NH

Peak Position (eV)

399.6 ± 0.0

400.6 ± 0.0

wL

1.68 ± 0.06

1.45 ± 0.04

1370.67 ± 25.05

1370.67 ± 25.05

Chemical group

Area

TABLE 3.2: Fitting parameters of the −NH2 and −NH contribution to the N1s peak from the DWNT-Diamine sample.

DWNT-diamine-FITC
This sample is more complex than the previous ones in terms of species and
chemical groups. It is necessary to define the different species that are present
in the sample and which contribute to the XPS N1s peak in order to be able to
fit correctly the data. For this sample we developed three models (see figure
3.2) corresponding to the three different configurations which could occur at
the surface of the DWNTs:
1. The diamine did not react with the FITC and remained unchanged.
(Model I)
2. The diamine and the FITC did react together and are covalently bonded.
(Model II)
3. The FITC did not react with a linker, remained unchanged and has been
adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs. (Model III)
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Hydrogen
Carbon
Nitrogen

II

Oxygen
Sulfur

(NH)II

I

(NH2)

III

(NH)I

(NCS)

F IGURE 3.2: Illustration of the three models chosen for representing
the surface of the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample : (I) SWNT-linker,
(II) SWNT-linker-FITC and (III) SWNT@Fluo.

The DWNT-Diamine-FITC sample contains three different types of Nitrogen atoms. The first type is involved in −NH2 groups and is provided by
the diamine that stands in the Model I (diamine-I). The second type of Nitrogen is involved in −NCS chemical groups, they are provided by the FITC-III
belonging to the Model III presented above. The FITC-III is stacked at the
surface of the CNTs and was not able to react with a diamine. Therefore, its
−NCS group remained unchanged. Finally, the last type of Nitrogen atom
is involved in −NH groups. They are shared between the diamine-I that did
not react with any FITC (Model I) and the diamine-II that did react (Model
II). Concerning the diamine-II, that reacted with the FITC-II, it still owns one
of this chemical group involved in the covalent bond with the Nanotube, but
exhibits two additional −NH groups as the result of the chemical reaction
between the original −NH2 and −NCS groups respectively.
Figure 3.3 shows the result of the XPS measurement of the DWNT-DiamineFITC in the N1s orbital binding energy region (blue marked line). The peak
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positions and the wL obtained with the FITC sample (−NCS) and the DWNTdiamine sample (−NH2 and −NH) were used directly as fitting parameters,
while the areas were let unconstrained. The results of the fit are displayed
on Figure 3.3 for each group contributing to the N1s XPS peak : −NH2 (red
line), −NCS (green line) and −NH (blue line).

1 2 5 0
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-N H 2
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2 5 0

0
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3 9 6
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4 0 4

4 0 6

B in d in g E n e r g y ( e V )

F IGURE 3.3: Experimental results of XPS measurement of the
DWNT-diamine-FITC in the N1s orbital binding energy region, and
results of the fitting using the reference samples.

From the fitted curves of the different group contributions to the N1s
peak, we can obtain their respective positions, areas and wL. The fitting parameters are listed in table 3.3.
−NH2

−NCS

−NH

Peak Position (eV)

399.6 ± 0.0

400.1 ± 0.0

400.6 ± 0.0

wL

1.68 ± 0.00

1.40 ± 0.00

1.45 ± 0.00

655.18 ± 44.96

415.92 ± 77.67

2023.32 ± 49.25

Chemical group

Area

TABLE 3.3: Characteristics of the different contributions to the
N1s peak from the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample.
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DWNT@FITC
The only molecule containing nitrogen atoms is the DWNT@FITC sample
is the FITC itself. Its unique nitrogen atom involved in a −NCS chemical
group. As for the FITC sample, the peak position, the area and the wL were
let unconstrained during the fitting procedure.
Figure 3.4 shows the result of the XPS measurement of the DWNT@FITC in
the N1s orbital binding energy region (blue marked line) and displays the
result of the peak fitting (green line).
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F IGURE 3.4: Experimental results of XPS measurement of the
DWNT@FITC in the N1s orbital binding energy region, and results
of the fitting. The spectrum is normalized to unity.

The fitting parameters are listed in table 3.4.

4 0 8
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Chemical group
Peak Position (eV)
wL
Area
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−NCS
400.1 ± 0.0
1.79 ± 0.0
3.18 ± 0.08

TABLE 3.4: Fitting parameters of the −NCS groups XPS peak
from the SWNT@FITC sample.

We see on figure 3.4 that the spectrum obtain in this N1s orbital region is
rather noisy. The background noise is rather large and influence the shape of
the measure spectra. This comes from the fact we have a very poor statistic
on this sample measurement, despite an overnight accumulation where the
others were measured in few hours. It indicates us that the sample contains
a very low amount of nitrogen, and consequently, that the quantity of FITC
remaining adsorbed at the surface of the tubes after the washing procedure
is very low. (Note that more evidences of the presence of FITC in this sample
is presented in the Appendix A).

Process efficiency quantification from the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample
We need to define the relations between the XPS peaks area (that corresponds
to chemical groups) and the number of molecules in a given Model out of
the 3 mentioned above, knowing that the relative proportion of each group
in terms of quantities is proportional to its relative proportion of the XPS
peak area. Since only the diamine-I contains −NH2 groups, and there is
only one −NH2 group and only one −NH group per diamine-I when grafted
on a DWNT (see Figure 3.2), we can then define n(diamine-I) = n(NH)I =
n(NH2 )T ot ∝ A(NH)I = A(NH2 )T ot . The amount of diamine-I is now accessible knowing the amount of −NH2 groups. It is then necessary to define the
amount of diamine-II in the sample. Concerning the Model II we find that
for 1 mole of diamine-II there are 3 moles of −NH groups (Fig. 3.2). We can
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thus define n(diamine-II) ∝

A(NH)T ot −A(NH2 )T ot
.
3

Finally, we need to define the

amount of FITC which did not react with the diamine and, therefore, which
is π-stacked onto the DWNTs. As this FITC remained unchanged during the
functionalization process, all the nitrogen atoms have the same signature as
the FITC sample, corresponding to −NCS groups. As FITC owns one group
per molecule it is then easy to define n(FITC-III) = n(NCS)T ot ∝ A(NCS)T ot .
Finally, using the different areas obtained with the fitting of the DWNTdiamine-FITC sample spectra (see Table 3.3) the relative proportions of the
three models present in the sample were determined and are presented in
table 3.5 hereafter.

Relative proportions

Model I

Model II

Model III

0.43 ± 0.03

0.30 ± 0.02

0.27 ± 0.04

TABLE 3.5: Relative proportions of the three models constituting the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample given by the XPS measurements.

In order to determine the process efficiency we need to define relevant
quantities to compare. Here we introduce three different ratios in order to
have the clearest vision of what our sample looks like in terms of covalent
and non-covalent grafting :

The covalent coverage ratio It represents the amount of diamine which reacted with the FITC comparatively to the total amount of Diamine on the
sample before the grafting of the FITC. In that sense it can be interpreted as
a measure of the efficiency of the covalent grafting of the fluorophore. It is
defined as the ratio between the number of moles of the diamine that reacted
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with the FITC and the total number of moles of diamine in the sample :

Rcc =

n(diamine-II)
A(NH)Tot − A(NH2 )Tot
∝
n(diamine-I) + n(diamine-II)
A(NH)Tot + 2 × A(NH2 )Tot

The non-covalent grafting ratio

(3.1)

It represents the amount of FITC which

is adsorbed onto the carbon nanotubes comparatively to the total amount of
FITC in the sample. It gives a measure of the proportion of fluorophore which
did not react during the process but which is still present in the sample. It is
defined as the ratio between the number of moles of FITC that did not react
and the total number of moles of FITC in the sample :

Rncg =

3 × A(NCS)Tot
n(FITC-III)
∝
n(FITC-II) + n(FITC-III)
3 × A(NCS)Tot + A(NH)Tot − A(NH2 )Tot
(3.2)

The covalent grafting ratio It represents the amount of FITC which is covalently grafted onto the carbon nanotubes comparatively to the total amount
of FITC in the sample. It gives a measure of the proportion of fluorophore
which did react with the diamine during the process. It is defined as the ratio between the number of moles of FITC that did react and the total number
of moles of FITC in the sample, meaning it is simply the inverse ratio of the
non-covalent grafting ratio :

Rcg = 1 − Rncg =

A(NH)Tot − A(NH2 )Tot
3 × A(NCS)Tot + A(NH)Tot − A(NH2 )Tot

(3.3)

Now the relation between the amount of the different organic molecules
in the sample and the chemical groups contributing to the XPS N1s orbital
peaks area have been defined, and relevant ratios to understand our sample
have been established, we can calculate them in order to get an estimation of
the functionalization process efficiency. Using Eq. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, and using
the XPS peaks area summed up in table 3.3 we find that Rcc = 0.41 ± 0.02,
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Rncg = 0.47 ± 0.05 and Rcg = 0.53 ± 0.05.
The Rcc indicates that 41% only of the diamine available reacted with the
FITC to form a covalent bond (see figure 3.5) , which question the efficiency
of the grafting process and leaves a lot of room for improvement. Then, the
comparison of the Rncg and the Rcg seems to show that about 50% of the total
amount of FITC is involved in covalent interaction with the DWNTs while
the other half of is simply adsorbed at the surface (see figure 3.6). These latter results are very concerning since they indicates that potentially half of the
fluorescence could be attributed to relatively weakly bonded fluorophores
molecules. Finally, it is important to notice that the results obtained with
the DWNT@FITC sample (figure 3.4) indicates that the quantity of FITC adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs is very low in the absence of the linker,
and that the washing procedure was quite efficient in this case. This led us
to believe that the presence of the 1,4-diaminobutane could have a strong
influence on the final proportion of FITC simply adsorbed on the nanotubes.
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41%

59%

F IGURE 3.5: Representation of the results given by the Rcc for the
DWNT-diamine-FITC surface.

II

52%

III

48%

F IGURE 3.6: Representation of the results given by the Rncg and the
Rcg for the DWNT-diamine-FITC surface.

3.1.2

Inelastic Neutron Scattering and DFT

All the samples were heated up to 380K under vacuum (10−6 bar) in order
to remove the water trapped within the DWNTs samples and sealed inside
standard aluminium cylindrical containers with an indium O-ring. The INS
measurement were then performed on the samples cooled down to 5K.
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The simulations were performed using the software Materials Studio[197].

The calculations of the normal modes associated to our samples were performed considering three model systems. For each models the DWNT have
been replaced by a periodic single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) (6,6) of
◦

8.14 A diameter placed in a triclinic lattice, in order to decrease the number
of atoms and optimize the computational time. The SWNT was oriented par−c vector of the lattice and the lattices parameters were chosen
allel to the →
◦

◦

◦

as following : a = 15.000-20.000 A, b = 20.000 A, c = 14.595 A ; α = 90◦ , β
= 90◦ , γ = 120◦ . Three models have been chosen to represent the three extreme cases that can be found at the end of the grafting process. The first
model is a SWNT with one molecule of linker covalently bonded to it, representing the case of 0% of FITC grafted, in the following will be referred as
“SWNT-linker” (see figure 3.7-a). The second model is a SWNT that corresponds to the “SWNT-linker” model but where, in addition, one molecule
of FITC is covalently bonded to the linker, and represents the case of 100%
of fluorophore covalently grafted. It will be referred as “SWNT-linker-Fluo”
(see figure 3.7-b). For each of these two models, a search of the lowest energy
space conformation was performed using the module “Conformers” in Materials Studio. The rotatable torsion angles of the nitrogen bonds in our models
were let free and a systematic search was performed by rotating step by step
each of them. The other degrees of freedom (carbon bonds of the organic
molecules) were kept constrained since the more stable space conformations
of polyamines were found for linear carbon chains [198–200]. At each step a
coarse geometry optimization was performed and the total energy of the system was calculated. Then, the lowest energy space conformation was kept for
the density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Finally, the third model is
constituted of one SWNT and one FITC weakly bonded through adsorption
interactions, representing the case were 100% of the FITC is non-covalently
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(b)

(c)

F IGURE 3.7: Representation of the three model systems and their
respective lattices, chosen for the DFT calculations. With (a) the
SWNT-linker, (b) the SWNT-linker-Fluo and (c) the SWNT@Fluo.

grafted. It will be referred as “SWNT@Fluo” from now on (see figure 3.7c). The DFT calculations were performed using the DMol3 module of Materials Studio with the GGA-PBE functional[187] in order to achieve the fine
geometry optimization of the systems after which the residual forces were
converged close to zero (∼ 10−3 ). To do so, we used an all electron core treatment and a double numerical plus polarization basis set, with a 10−5 energy
cutoff, a 10−6 SCF tolerance and a gamma k-point sampling. Finally, once an
equilibrium structures was reached, lattice dynamics calculations were subsequently performed to obtain the phonon frequencies by diagonalization of
the dynamical matrix.
The g(ω) is the sum of the individual atomic contribution to the vibraP
tional density of states and is defined by g(ω) = i gi (ω). In order to compare with the GDOSexp it was necessary to calculate a theoretical generalized
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density of states (GDOSth ) taking into account the individual atomic contributions weighted by their respective neutron cross section and mass, and
P
defined by GDOSth ∝ i mσii gi (ω)e−2Wi (Q) , where σi indicate the experimental
individual cross section, mi is the mass and Wi (Q) is the Debye-Waller factor
for the atom i. Since the hydrogen cross section is very large compared to
the other atoms of our models, the individual contributions of any atoms are
negligible compared to those of hydrogen in the case of INS measurements,
and the GDOSth can be then approximated such as GDOSth ≈ gH (ω)e−2WH (Q) ,
where gH (ω) is the hydrogen partial density of states. Finally, in order to reproduce at best the GDOSexp measured in INS experiment the multiphonon
events (M(ω)) were taken into account (please refer to Appendix B for more
details on multiphonon events). Indeed, as IN1-LAGRANGE is an indirect
geometry spectrometer the momentum transfer (Q) increases with the energy transfer [171], and as the M(ω) are Q-dependent [201, 202], they play
an important role in the shape of the measured spectra. The GDOSth is thus
defined by GDOSth ≈ gH (ω)e−2WH (Q) + M(ω).

DFT calculations results
The DFT calculations performed on the three model systems SWNT-linker,
SWNT-linker-Fluo and SWNT@Fluo, which represent three limit cases of the
grafting process, allow us to understand the changes expected in our experimental data in terms of active vibrational modes. Indeed, figure 3.8 compares
the hydrogen partial density of states (gH (ω)) obtained via DFT calculations
for (a) the SWNT-linker, (b) the SWNT-linker-Fluo and (c) the SWNT@Fluo.
We were then able to identify characteristic vibrational bands of our model
molecules (see table 3.6). For instance, in the bending region, the SWNTlinker and the SWNT-linker-Fluo gH (ω) present obvious similarities notably
the two broad set of modes at 1270-1380 and 1440-1480 cm−1 corresponding
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to the bending vibrational modes of the -CH groups with no particular distinction between the -CH sp3 (Linker) and the -CH sp2 (FITC). Similar modes
were found at 1140-1220 cm−1 for the three models, corresponding to -CH
bending modes, and, once again, without distinction between the models
despite the apparent change in intensity and position. Nevertheless, a major difference is clearly visible between the systems, at 1620 cm−1 on figure
3.8-a and disappears completely on figure 3.8-b. This characteristic vibration
corresponds to the bending mode of the -NH2 groups and present the advantage to be isolated from the other modes and to be clearly identifiable.
It was naturally chosen as the signature of the disappearance of the -NH2
groups characteristic of the covalent grafting of the FITC. On the other hand,
in the stretching region, signatures of the -CH sp3 were found on the SWNTlinker and the SWNT-linker-Fluo models between 2890 and 3090 cm−1 , and
are characteristic vibrational modes of -CH belonging to the linker. On figures 3.8-b and 3.8-c, the presence of the FITC brought new vibrational modes
arising at 3100-3160 cm−1 which are characteristic of the -CH sp2 constituting
the fluorescent molecule. Finally, the vibrational modes of the -NH and -NH2
and some -OH groups are located within 3420-3510 cm−1 . Unfortunately the
vibrational bands are very close to each other, so that we do not expect to see
any difference on the GDOSexp in the stretching region if the amount of -NH2
groups decreases after the grafting process.
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F IGURE 3.8: Comparison of the gH (ω) obtained via DFT calculations
for the three models : (a) the SWNT-linker, (b) the SWNT-linker-Fluo
and (c) the SWNT@Fluo.

Modes (cm−1 )

SWNT-linker

SWNT-linker-Fluo

SWNT@Fluo

740-1080

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

(out of plane)

(out of plane)

(out of plane)

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

(in plane)

(in plane)

(in plane)

Bending -NH2

-

-

1230-1480

1600-1640

(in plane)
2850-3250

Stretching -CH

Stretching -CH

Stretching -CH

3400-3550

Stretching -NH/-NH2

Stretching -NH

Stretching -OH

3600-3750

-

Stretching -OH

-

TABLE 3.6: Vibrational modes of interest for the three model
systems: SWNT-linker, SWNT-linker-Fluo and SWNT@Fluo.
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INS evidences of the covalent grafting of the FITC
Aiming at finding the characteristic INS vibrational bands modified by the
covalent grafting of the fluorophore onto the linker, three reference samples
have been prepared and analyzed in INS spectroscopy (refer to chapter 2.1.4
and figure 2.10 for details about the samples):
1. The Diamine (commercial 1,4-diaminobutane).
2. The FITC (commercial fluorescein isothiocyanate).
3. The Diamine-FITC (product of the chemical reaction of the Diamine
and the FITC, witnessing the covalent grafting).
Figure 3.9 shows the experimental results of the INS spectroscopy performed on the reference samples in the energy range comprised between 500
and 4000 cm−1 . First of all, by comparing the results for the Diamine-FITC
sample (cyan line) and the FITC sample (green line), the presence of FITC
after the grafting process was naturally associated to two sets of characteristic vibrational bands between 830-960 cm−1 and between 1100-1250 cm−1 .
Nevertheless it could not be used to differentiate the FITC covalently bonded
from the one simply adsorbed. Then, comparing the results obtained for the
Diamine sample (pink line) and the Diamine-FITC sample, it was clearly visible that four isolated characteristic vibrational bands centered at 760, 910,
1050 and 1620 cm−1 completely disappeared once the Diamine reacted with
the FITC and formed a covalent bond. These bands, strongly modified during reaction, were perfect candidates to evidence the covalent grafting of the
fluorophore on the linker.
Finally, these results have been compared with the INS spectroscopy experimental results obtained for the DWNT-diamine and the DWNT-diamineFITC samples displayed on figure 3.10. These two samples represent respectively the step before (blue line) and the step after the grafting process of the
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F IGURE 3.9: Comparison of the experimental INS spectra obtained
for the reference samples : Diamine (pink line), FITC (green line) and
Diamine-FITC (cyan line).

fluorophore (red line). By looking at the characteristic vibration bands identified above, it appeared that the slight growth of the bands located at 930
and 1200 cm−1 (green arrows) suggests the presence of FITC in the sample
after the process, while the decrease of the bands at 740 and 1060 cm−1 (pink
arrows) gave the confirmation that a significant amount of diamine reacted
with the FITC to form covalent bonds.
Concerning the vibrational band at 1620 cm−1 , we see that there is no sign
of any decrease before and after the grafting process. This can be attributed
to the fact that the spectra are clearly distorted by multiphonon events and
especially in the range from 1500-2000 cm−1 where we can easily identify the
presence of phonon wings that could somehow hide the vibrational band of
interest. In order to go further we thus need to take into account the effect of
multiphonon events on our measured spectra.
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F IGURE 3.10: Comparison of the experimental INS spectra obtained
for the DWNT-diamine (blue line) and the DWNT-diamine-FITC (red
line) samples.

Quantification of the grafting efficiency
The measurements performed on IN1-LAGRANGE allowed us to obtain
well defined spectra of the DWNT-diamine and the DWNT-diamine-FITC
samples, and to have access to several vibrational modes. Figure B.6 shows
the experimental generalized density of states (GDOSexp ) measured in the
energy range 500-4000 cm−1 for the DWNT-diamine (fig.B.6-a) and the
DWNT-diamine-FITC (fig.B.6-b) samples (Red lines). Figure B.6 also shows
the calculated gH (ω) of the SWNT-linker model (fig.B.6-a) and the mixing
of the gH (ω) obtained for the SWNT-linker, the SWNT-linker-Fluo and
the SWNT@Fluo models in the proportion of respectively 60%/20%/20%
(fig.B.6-b), corresponding to the best fit to the GDOSexp obtained. Both the
gH (ω) and the mixed gH (ω) were convoluted with the experimental resolution (3% of the energy)(Cyan lines). It shows as well the corresponding
calculated multiphonon contributions for these models (green line) and the
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resulting theoretical generalized density of states (GDOSth ) which corresponds to the sum of the gH (ω) and Multiphonon contributions, convoluted
with the experimental resolution (blue line).

The simulations were based on perfect model systems where the SWNTs
were well individualized and all oriented in the same direction. Therefore,
the simulation results could not be expected to perfectly fit our data, as can
be seen on figure B.6 in the 500-1200 cm−1 and 2750-4000 cm−1 regions. Indeed, as real samples are much more complex than models, it is not surprising that several vibrational modes could practically be strongly affected by
the changes of environment, and appeared to be shifted, broadened or even
less intense than the DFT-based predictions. Nevertheless, the simulations
performed appeared to fit properly the region of interest comprised between
1200 and 2250 cm−1 allowing their use for a better understanding of the samples composition.
Despite the clear evidences of the covalent grafting of FITC found previously,
the INS experimental spectra of our two samples are very similar and particularly around 1600 cm−1 where we expected to see the largest differences
after the grafting process, accordingly to the results provided by the DFT calculations (fig. 3.8). Indeed, this vibrational band was supposed to be strongly
affected by the number of -NH2 groups in our samples and should decrease
significantly when the FITC reacts with the linker. But, taking into account
the multiphonon contributions to the spectra in our simulations we were able
to explain this lack of differences in the experimental spectra. Indeed, it is
clearly visible on figure B.6-b that for a mixing ratio of 60%/20%/20% of our
three models gH (ω), the decrease in intensity undergone by the 1600 cm−1 vibration was compensated by the resulting multiphonon intensity associated
to the bending region (500-2000 cm−1 ) fundamental vibrations. By looking at
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the resulting GDOSth , this vibrational band intensity then appears to be almost unchanged despite the fact that 25% of the linker reacted with the FITC.
Various ratios for mixing our three models have been tried and the best fit
with the experimental data corresponds to this 60%/20%/20% ratio. These
results could indicate that the bulk of the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample is
slightly different from its surface (see XPS measurements) which would not
be surprising since the DWNTs have a strong tendency to form bundles and
that the grafting efficiency could change between the outside and the inside
of those bundles. However, some other ratios could still fit reasonably our
INS spectrum. Nevertheless, we were able to define that if less than 40% of
the SWNT-linker model was taken into account in the mixing ratio, the intensity loss of the 1600 cm−1 vibrational mode could not be compensated by
the multiphonons and would have been clearly visible on the DWNT-linkerFITC spectra. Therefore, accordingly to the INS results, we were able to find
that in the best covalent grafting case scenario the sample is constituted of
40% of Model I, 30% of Model II and 30% of Model III, which is comparable
to the results obtained with the XPS measurements.
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F IGURE 3.11: Comparison of the GDOSth (taking into account the
multiphonon contribution) with the INS experimental spectra for (a)
the DWNT-diamine and (b) the DWNT-diamine-FITC samples.

The quantification of the covalent grafting efficiency of the FITC on
DWNTs remains a central question for several toxicity studies. Based on
spectroscopy techniques and calculations, it has been shown that not only
the efficiency of the chemical reaction between the linker and the fluorophore
stayed below 41%, although we used a grafting protocol very common in the
literature, but also that there is a significant amount of fluorophore which remained adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs after the grafting process. Indeed, the XPS measurements brought information on the surface of the sample and indicated that both covalent and non covalent grafting occurred during the grafting process. It also allowed to make an estimation of the relative
proportions of each species at the surface of the sample, and provided concerning results with regards to the amount of FITC simply adsorbed onto the
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DWNTs. Then, concerning the bulk of the sample, the INS measurement performed on IN1-LAGRANGE coupled with DFT Calculations showed strong
evidences that the FITC reacted with the diamine. However, the results indicated that the proportions of FITC that reacted with the diamine could be
even lower than for the surface but are not contradictory with the estimations
provided by the XPS measurements. Finally, these results highlight that, although the amount of FITC markers grafted on carbon nanotubes when using a covalent strategy is always considered to be strongly bonded, a nonnegligible part may indeed be only adsorbed even after thorough washing of
the nanoparticles. This is likely to lead to a release of the fluorescent marker
at some point along the journey of the nanoparticle throughout the cells or
the whole organism, and thus to partially wrong conclusions in terms of their
fate in terms of biodistribution, accumulation or excretion.

3.2

Study of the grafting of the Cyanine

In this part, the study of the streptocyanine grafting process efficiency will
often be compared to the study of the FITC. The samples related to the cyanine were analyzed in the same conditions as the ones containing FITC for
both the XPS and INS techniques. At this point, the reader is advised to refer to the chapters 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 in order to remind himself or herself of the
differences between the Hemicarboxonium and the Cyanine as well as the
composition of the different samples.

3.2.1

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

As it was performed with the FITC, the characterization of the surface of
our samples and the determination of the different types of interaction between the Cyanine and the DWNTs were first needed. To do so two reference samples were used in order to identify the chemical groups involved.
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The Cyanine sample was first analyzed, and then used, coupled with the
XPS results obtained previously on the DWNT-diamine, to characterize our
DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample of interest.

Cyanine
A Cyanine molecule contains only one type of nitrogen involved in a −N(Et)2
chemical group (see inset of Fig. 3.12). Figure 3.12 shows the result of the XPS
measurement of the Cyanine in the N1s orbital binding energy region (blue
marked line) and displays the result of the peak fitting following the procedure mentioned above (Cyan line). Nevertheless, by looking at the experimental results shown on figure 3.12 it is clear that we needed two different
contributions to fit properly our data. Again, the peak positions, the areas
and the wL were let unconstrained during the fitting procedure.

Hydrogen

Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Boron
Fluorine

F IGURE 3.12: Experimental results of XPS measurements in the N1s
orbital of the Cyanine and results of the fitting. The spectrum is normalized to unity.
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The groups contribution to the N1s peak can be defined by their characteristic position and wL, and again, like for the FITC, their area is characteristic of the number of nitrogen atoms involved in such groups. The fitting
parameters are listed in table 3.7.
−N(Et)2

unknown

Peak Position (eV)

400.2 ± 0.0

403.8 ± 0.0

wL

1.29 ± 0.02

0.46 ± 0.16

Area

2.45 ± 0.02

0.10 ± 0.01

Chemical group

TABLE 3.7: Fitting parameters of the −N(Et)2 groups XPS peak
from the Cyanine sample.

The contribution located at 400.2 eV was then naturally attributed to the
−N(Et)2 groups, since the cyanine is supposed to contain only one type of
nitrogen atoms. Concerning the unknown contribution to the N1s orbital
peak, the only example in literature that could satisfy both the binding energy at 403.8 eV and the species present in our sample is found for a nitrogen
complex containing also a BF−
4 ion, the [C6 H5 (N2 )]BF4 ], studied by P. Finn
and W.L. Jolly in 1972[203]. It has been attributed to the presence of a +1
charge of the diazonium ion. Nevertheless, even if the Cyanine presents certain similarities with this compound (6-carbon ring, nitrogen atoms, etc.), it is
also very different (no diazonium, no direct attachement to a phenyl group,
presence of a conjugated carbon chain, etc...). We must then be very careful
with the conclusion related to the nature of this contribution. Moreover, comparatively to the main peak attributed to the −N(Et)2 groups, its peak area is
24 times smaller and does not appear on the following XPS results perfomed
on the Cyanine containing samples. We thus chose to consider it negligible
and to let it labelled “unknown”.
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DWNT-diamine-Cyanine
As for the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample, the analysis of the results concerning this sample, that underwent the functionalization process, is more complex than the references in terms of species and chemical groups. It is again
necessary to define the different species that are present in the sample and
which contribute to the XPS N1s peak in order to be able to fit correctly the
data. Three models have been chosen to represent the surface of the sample
(see figure 3.13) corresponding to the three different configurations which
could occur at the surface of the DWNTs (see chapter 2.1.3 for details on the
sample):
1. The diamine did not react with the Hemicarboxonium and remained
unchanged. (Model I)
2. The diamine and the Hemicarboxonium did react together, are covalently bonded and turned the Hemicarboxonium into a fluorescent Cyanine. (Model II)
3. The Hemicarboxonium did not react with a linker, remained unchanged
and has been adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs. (Model III)
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Hydrogen

Carbon

II

Nitrogen
Oxygen

I

III

(NH2)

(N(Et)2)II

(N(Et)2)III

(NH)II
(NH)I

F IGURE 3.13: Illustration of the three models chosen for representing
the surface of the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample : (I) SWNT-linker,
(II) SWNT-linker-Cyanine and (III) SWNT@Fluo.

The DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample contains three different types of nitrogen atoms. As for the DWNT-diamine-FITC the first type is involved in
−NH2 groups and is provided by the diamine that stands in the Model I
(diamine-I). The second type of nitrogen atom is involved in −NH chemical
groups, are shared between the diamine-I that did not react with any Hemicarboxonium (Model I) and the diamine-II that did react (Model II). The main
difference with the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample comes from the third type
of nitrogen atoms. Indeed, this third type is involved in −N(Et)2 groups
and is shared between the Hemicarboxonium that did react with a diamine
(Model II) and turned into a fluorescent Cyanine (referred as “Cyanine-II”
from now on), and the Hemicarboxonium which is adsorbed at the surface
of the DWNTs and that did not react with a diamine (Model III) (see fig. 3.13).
This latter Hemicarboxonium will be referred as “Hemi-III” from now on.
Figure 3.14 shows the result of the XPS measurement of the DWNTdiamine-Cyanine in the N1s orbital binding energy region (blue marked
line). The peak positions and the wL obtained with the Cyanine sample
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(−N(Et)2 in table 3.7) and the DWNT-diamine sample (−NH2 and −NH
from table 3.2) were used directly as fixed fitting parameters, while the areas
were let unconstrained. The results of the fit are displayed on Figure 3.14 for
each group contributing to the N1s XPS peak : −NH2 (red line), −N(Et)2
(orange line) and −NH (blue line).

E x p e r im e n ta l
-N H 2
-N (E t)2
-N H
F itte d D a ta

In te n s ity ( a .u .)

1 ,0

0 ,5

0 ,0
3 9 4

3 9 6

3 9 8

4 0 0

4 0 2

4 0 4

4 0 6

4 0 8

B in d in g E n e r g y ( e V )
F IGURE 3.14: Experimental results of XPS measurement of the
DWNT-diamine-FITC in the N1s orbital binding energy region, and
results of the fitting using the reference samples. The spectrum is
normalized to unity.

From the fitted curves of the different group contributions to the N1s
peak, we can obtain their respective positions, areas and wL. The fitting parameters are listed in table 3.8.
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−NH2

−N(Et)2

−NH

Peak Position (eV)

399.6 ± 0.0

400.2 ± 0.0

400.6 ± 0.0

wL

1.68 ± 0.00

1.29 ± 0.00

1.45 ± 0.00

Area

0.47 ± 0.03

0.99 ± 0.04

1.43 ± 0.02

Chemical group

TABLE 3.8: Characteristics of the different contributions to the
N1s peak from the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample.

DWNT@Cyanine
The DWNT@Cyanine sample is supposed to contain Cyanine molecules adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs. Therefore it would contains only one
type of Nitrogen involved in a −N(Et)2 chemical group. Again, the peak positions, the areas and the wL were let unconstrained during the fitting procedure.
Figure 3.15 shows the result of the XPS measurement of the DWNT@Cyanine
in the N1s orbital binding energy region (blue marked line) and displays the
result of the peak fitting (orange line).
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E x p e r im e n ta l
-N (E t)2
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F IGURE 3.15: Experimental results of XPS measurement of the
DWNT@Cyanine in the N1s orbital binding energy region, and results of the fitting. The spectrum is normalized to unity.

The fitting parameters are listed in table 3.9.
Chemical group

−N(Et)2

Peak Position (eV)

400.2 ± 0.0

wL

1.54 ± 0.06

Area

2.79 ± 0.07

TABLE 3.9: Fitting parameters of the −NCS groups XPS peak
from the FITC sample.

Again, the figure 3.15 shows that the spectrum obtained is rather noisy.
Indeed, as for the DWNT@FITC sample (fig. 3.4), we obtained a poor statistic on the measurement, despite an overnight accumulation which as to be
compared with the few hours measurement of the other samples. As well as
the DWNT@FITC sample, this one appeared to contain a very low amount of
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nitrogen, and consequently, a very low quantity of adsorbed Cyanine remaining after the washing procedure. (Note that more evidences of the presence
of Cyanine in this sample is presented in the Appendix A).

Process efficiency quantification from the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample
We need to redefine the relations between the XPS peaks area (chemical
groups) and the number of molecules that belong to a given Model.
In the case of the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample, only the diamine-I
contains −NH2 groups, and there is still only one −NH2 group and only one
−NH group per diamine-I when grafted on a DWNT (see figure 3.13). Thus,
the relation n(diamine-I) = n(NH)I = n(NH2 )T ot ∝ A(NH)I = A(NH2 )T ot defined in chapter 3.1.1 is still valid. The amount of diamine-I is again accessible
knowing the amount of −NH2 groups. Concerning the Model II we find that
for 1 mole of diamine-II there are 2 moles of −NH groups (fig. 3.13). In the
same way we did previously, we define n(diamine-II) ∝

A(NH)T ot −A(NH2 )T ot
.
2

Finally, we need to define the amount of Hemicarboxonium which did not
react with the diamine (Hemi-III) and, therefore, which is adsorbed onto the
DWNTs. The quantity of diamine-II is equal to the quantity of Cyanine-II
(since they are covalently bonded) therefore we can define that for 1 mole of
diamine-II there is 1 mole of −(N(Et)2 )II that belongs to the Cyanine-II. And,
n(Cyanine-II) = n(diamine-II) ∝

A(NH)T ot −A(NH2 )T ot
2

= A(N(Et)2 )II . Thus,

in order to know the amount of Hemi-III we simply remove the amount of
−(N(Et)2 )II belonging to the Cyanine-II from the total −N(Et)2 area. We thus
define n(Hemi-III) = n(N(Et)2 )III ∝ A(N(Et)2 )T ot −

A(NH)T ot −A(NH2 )T ot
.
2

Finally, using the different areas obtained with the fitting of the DWNTdiamine-Cyanine sample spectra (see table 3.8) the relative proportions of
the three models present in the sample were determined and are presented
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in table 3.10 hereafter.

Relative proportions

Model I

Model II

Model III

0.32 ± 0.03

0.33 ± 0.02

0.35 ± 0.04

TABLE 3.10: Relative proportions of the three models constituting the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample given by the XPS
measurements.

In order to determine the process efficiency we use the different ratio defined in the chapter 3.1.1. Here we redefine the expressions of the three ratios:

The covalent coverage ratio It represents the amount of diamine which reacted with the Hemicarboxonium comparatively to the total amount of diamine on the sample before the grafting. It is defined as the ratio between
the number of moles of the diamine that reacted with the Hemicarboxonium
and the total number of moles of diamine in the sample :

Rcc =

n(diamine-II)
A(NH)Tot − A(NH2 )Tot
∝
n(diamine-I) + n(diamine-II)
A(NH)Tot + A(NH2 )Tot

The non-covalent grafting ratio

(3.4)

It represents the amount of Hemicarboxo-

nium which is adsorbed onto the carbon nanotubes comparatively to the total
amount of Hemicarboxonium and Cyanine in the sample. It is defined as the
ratio between the number of moles of Hemicarboxonium that did not react
(Hemi-III) and the total number of moles of Hemicarboxonium and Cyanine
in the sample (Cyanine-II + Hemi-III) :

Rncg =

n(Hemi-III)
2 × A(N(Et)2 )Tot + A(NH2 )Tot − A(NH)Tot
∝
n(Cyanine-II) + n(Hemi-III)
2 × A(N(Et)2 )Tot
(3.5)
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It represents the amount of Cyanine which

is covalently grafted onto the carbon nanotubes comparatively to the total
amount of Hemicarboxonium and Cyanine in the sample. It is defined as the
ratio between the number of moles of Hemicarboxonium that did react (and
became a Cyanine-II) and the total number of moles of Hemicarboxonium
and Cyanine in the sample (Cyanine-II + Hemi-III). It is also by definition,
simply the inverse ratio of the non-covalent grafting ratio:

Rcg = 1 − Rncg =

A(NH)Tot − A(NH2 )Tot
2 × A(N(Et)2 )Tot

(3.6)

Using Eq. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, and using the XPS peaks area summed up in table 3.8 we find that Rcc = 0.51 ± 0.02, Rncg = 0.52 ± 0.05 and Rcg = 0.48 ± 0.05.
The Rcc indicates that 51% only of the diamine available reacted with the
Hemicarboxonium to form a covalent bond (see figure 3.16), which is slightly
better than the FITC grafting process efficiency (Rcc =0.41), but still remain relatively low accordingly to our expectations. Then, comparing the Rncg and
the Rcg , indicates that the fluorophore stands in a situation very similar to
the FITC and shows that about 50% of the total amount of Hemicarboxonium is covalently grafted onto the DWNTs while the other half of is simply
adsorbed at the surface (see figure 3.17).
Therefore, beside the fact that the grafting process efficiency seems to be
slightly improved with the Cyanine, we do not find major differences in between the FITC and the Cyanine accordingly to this XPS results. This lead us
to conclude that, at least for the surface of the samples, the geometry of the
two molecules does not seem to play an important role during the grafting
process. Above all concerning the ratio between covalent and non-covalent
grafting since the results of Rncg and Rcg are almost the same for the two fluorophores.
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In addition, since the Hemicarboxonium is not commonly used as a fluorophore for toxicity studies and since it becomes fluorescent only when covalently grafted to a diamine, these results could be less critical than the results obtain for the FITC in the chapter 3.1.1. Nevertheless, it is important to
have in mind that biological media are often very complex. Indeed, we can
easily imagine that, depending on the environment of the DWNT-diamineCyanine, the simply adsorbed fraction of Hemicarboxonium could anyway
react with biological compounds and turn into a fluorescent Cyanine. This,
of course, would also mislead the conclusions of such a toxicity experiment.
Eventually, the results obtained with the DWNT@Cyanine sample (figure
3.15) indicates that, in the absence of diamine, the quantity of Cyanine adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs is very low after the washing procedure
while it is not the case for the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine. As the same trend
was observed for the FITC-containing samples, it brings more evidence to
our previous supposition that stated that the 1,4-diaminobutane could have
a strong influence on the ability of the fluorophore to remain adsorbed on the
nanotubes despite thorough washing.
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II

I

51%

49%

F IGURE 3.16: Representation of the results given by the Rcc for the
DWNT-diamine-Cyanine surface.

II

48%

III

52%

F IGURE 3.17: Representation of the results given by the Rncg and the
Rcg for the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine surface.

3.2.2

Inelastic Neutron Scattering

In this part of the manuscript, please note that for Cyanine-containing samples, the conditions of INS measurement and simulations were the same as
for the FITC-containing sample mentioned in the chapter 3.1.2. The reader
should refer to this specific chapter for the detailed procedures used in the
following analysis.

Concerning the simulations, we kept our three previous model system
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with the periodic single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) (6,6) of 8.14 A diameter placed in a triclinic lattice, and we simply replace the FITC by an
Hemicarboxonium molecule. The three new models obtained still represent
the three extreme cases that can be found at the end of the grafting process.
The first model is not changed and correspond to a SWNT with one molecule
of linker covalently bonded to it, representing the case of 0% of Cyanine
grafted (SWNT-linker). The second model represents the case where 100%
of the Hemicarboxonium turned into a Cyanine by creating a covalent bond
with the linker. It will be referred as “SWNT-linker-Cya”. Again, for the
SWNT-linker-Cya model, a search of the lowest energy space conformation
was performed using the module “Conformers” in Materials Studio, and the
lowest energy space conformation was kept for the density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Finally, the third model is constituted of one SWNT
and one Hemicarboxonium adsorbed on the nanotube. It represents the case
were 100% of the Hemicarboxonium did not react with the linker. It will be
referred as “SWNT@Hemi” from now on.

DFT calculations results
The results of the DFT calculations performed on the three model systems
SWNT-linker, SWNT-linker-Cya and SWNT@Hemi, are presented in figure
3.18. As for the FITC, this figure compares the hydrogen partial density of
states (gH (ω)) for the three models and allows to identify characteristic vibrational bands (see table 3.11).
By comparing the figure 3.18-a and the figure figure 3.18-b, we first notice
that vibrational band at 1620 cm−1 , previously associated to the bending
modes of the -NH2 groups of the linker, disappeared once the Hemicarboxonium is covalently bonded to the linker. This characteristic vibration is still
isolated from the other modes and is still clearly identifiable. It is thus kept
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as the signature of the disappearance of the -NH2 groups which is characteristic of the covalent grafting of the Hemicarboxonium onto the DWNTs. In
the bending region, the three models present the set of modes at 1270-1380
and 1440-1480 cm−1 corresponding to the bending vibrational modes of the
-CH groups. Contrarily to the FITC, the Hemicarboxonium is composed of
both -CH sp2 and sp3 so that no distinction can be made in this region of the
spectrum. Nevertheless, in the stretching region the signatures of the two
types of -CH can be distinguished. Indeed the signatures of the -CH sp3 were
found for the three models between 2890 and 3090 cm−1 . Similarly, on figures
3.18-b and 3.18-c, the presence of the Hemicarboxonium brought new vibrational modes arising at 3100-3160 cm−1 which are characteristic of the -CH sp2
constituting the 6-carbon rings of the Hemicarboxonium. Eventually, the vibrational modes of the -NH and -NH2 were found within 3420-3510 cm−1 . But
again in this case, the vibrational bands being so close to each other, leaved
us with low expectations concerning their use in differentiating the different
GDOSexp obtained before and after the grafting process.
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F IGURE 3.18: Comparison of the gH (ω) obtained via DFT calculations for the three models : (a) the SWNT-linker, (b) the SWNT-linkerCya and (c) the SWNT@Hemi.

Modes (cm−1 )

SWNT-linker

SWNT-linker-Cya

SWNT@Hemi

740-1080

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

(out of plane)

(out of plane)

(out of plane)

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

Bending -CH

(in plane)

(in plane)

(in plane)

Bending -NH2

-

-

1230-1480

1600-1640

(in plane)
2850-3250

Stretching -CH

Stretching -CH

Stretching -CH

3400-3550

Stretching -NH/-NH2

Stretching -NH

-

TABLE 3.11: Vibrational modes of interest for the three model
systems: SWNT-linker, SWNT-linker-Cya and SWNT@Hemi.
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INS evidences of the covalent grafting of the Cyanine
As for the FITC, the first step before the quantification of the grafting efficiency is to give the proof that the covalent grafting of the Cyanine did occur.
In order to do so, we used the same method developed in the chapter 3.1.2,
and which consists identifying the characteristic signatures of the covalent
grafting on reference samples (without any DWNT) prior to analyze the real
ones. We thus chose to compare the three following reference samples (refer
to chapter 2.1.4 and figure 2.10 for details) :
1. The Diamine sample (commercial 1,4-diaminobutane).
2. The Cyanine sample (synthesized 5Me(NEt2 )2 )).
3. The Diamine-Cyanine sample (product of the chemical reaction of the
Diamine and the Hemicarboxonium, witnessing the covalent grafting).
Figure 3.19 shows the experimental results of the INS spectroscopy performed on the reference samples in the energy range comprised between 500
and 4000 cm−1 . First, comparing the spectra of the Diamine sample (pink
line) and the Diamine-Cyanine sample (pale blue line), we were able to find
that the four isolated characteristic vibrational bands centered at 760, 910,
1050 and 1620 cm−1 also disappeared in the case of the grafting of the Hemicarboxonium (notice that these bands are the same that the ones which disappeared on the Diamine-FITC reference sample spectrum). Again these
bands, strongly modified during reaction, were chosen to evidence the covalent grafting of the Hemicarboxonium on the linker. Eventually, by comparing the results for the Diamine-Cyanine sample (pale blue line) and the
Cyanine sample (orange line), we were able to associate the presence of Cyanine after the grafting process to two sets of characteristic vibrational bands
between 800-875 cm−1 and between 900-1250 cm−1 .
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F IGURE 3.19: Comparison of the experimental INS spectra obtained
for the reference samples : Diamine (pink line), Diamine-cyanine
(light blue line) and Cyanine (orange line)

Once we obtained this characteristic vibrational bands on the reference
samples, witnessing the covalent grafting of an Hemicarboxonium turning
into a Cyanine, we could compare the DWNT-containing samples and tried
to find evidence that the covalent grafting did occur after the functionalization process. Figure 3.20 compares the INS spectroscopy experimental results
obtained for the DWNT-diamine and the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine samples.
These two samples represent respectively the step before (blue line) and the
step after the grafting process of the Cyanine (red line). By looking for the
characteristic vibrational bands identified above, we were able to associate
the growth of the bands located at 845, 985 and 1195 cm−1 (green arrows) to
the presence of either the Cyanine or the Hemicarboxonium in the sample
after the process. Indeed, as we were not able to measure by means of INS
spectroscopy a reference sample of pure Hemicarboxonium we could not be
sure that these vibrational bands strictly belongs to the Cyanine. It is even
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very likely that these vibrational bands are the same for the Cyanine and the
Hemicarboxonium since the two molecules are very similar. Nevertheless,
we could identify a decrease of the bands at 740, 920 and 1060 cm−1 (pink
arrows) associated to the covalent grafting of the Cyanine onto the diamine
that gave the confirmation that a significant amount of diamine reacted with
the Hemicarboxonium forming covalent bonds.
Unfortunately, as for the FITC-containing samples (fig. 3.10), the vibrational
band at 1620 cm−1 did not present any sign of decreasing after the grafting
process, while it was expected to be the most affected by the formation of a
covalent bond between the diamine and the Hemicarboxonium. It was again
attributed to the distortions carried by multiphonon events in the range of
1500-2000 cm−1 where the presence of phonon wings is clearly visible (refer
to Appendix B for more details on multiphonon events). Thus, the multiphonon contributions to spectra needed to be taken into account.
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F IGURE 3.20: Comparison of the experimental INS spectra obtained
for the DWNT-diamine (blue line) and the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine
(red line) samples.
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Quantification of the grafting efficiency
In order to be able to quantify the different proportions of species present in
the bulk of our DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample, we reproduced the method
used in the chapter 3.1.2. Indeed, we used the gH (ω) obtained for our three
models representing the different extreme cases that could be found after
the grafting process (fig. 3.18) and mixed them using various ratio to best
fit our experimental data. Figure 3.21 shows the experimental generalized
density of states (GDOSexp ) measured in the energy range 500-4000 cm−1
for the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample (Red lines). Figure 3.21 also shows
the result of mixing of the gH (ω) obtained for the SWNT-linker, the SWNTlinker-Cya and the SWNT@Hemi models in the proportion of respectively
60%/20%/20%, corresponding to the best fit obtains for the GDOSexp . These
mixed gH (ω) were convoluted with the experimental resolution (3% of the
energy)(Cyan lines). It shows as well the corresponding calculated multiphonon contributions for these models (green line) and the resulting theoretical generalized density of states (GDOSth ) which corresponds to the sum of
the mixed gH (ω) and multiphonon contributions (Appendix B), convoluted
with the experimental resolution (blue line).
Looking at the GDOSth on figure 3.21, we see that the mixing proportion of
60%/20%/20% are in good agreement with the experimental data. Indeed, it
reproduces well the GDOSexp of the vibrational bands defined previously for
the increased ones at 845, 985 and 1195 cm−1 . It also shows at 740, 920 and
1060 cm−1 that the vibrational bands decreased during the grafting process.
Concerning the vibrational band around 1600 cm−1 , characteristic of the presence of -NH2 groups and where the largest differences were expected after
the grafting, we see once again that the multiphonons are responsible of the
apparent lack of change in its intensity. Indeed, as for the DWNT-diamineFITC, the decrease in intensity undergone by the 1600 cm−1 vibration was
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compensated by the resulting multiphonon intensity associated to the bending region (500-2000 cm−1 ) fundamental vibrations. Then by looking at the
resulting GDOSth , this vibrational band intensity then appears to be almost
unchanged despite the fact that 25% of the linker reacted with the Hemicarboxonium. However, unlike the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample, the attempt
to fit the GDOSexp with the ratio given by the XPS measurements were unsuccessful. Indeed, using the ratio 32%/33%/35% corresponding to the respective proportions of Model I, Model II and Model III used for the XPS data
analysis, we found that not only the changes in the vibrational bands in the
740-1200 cm−1 region were badly reproduced, but also that the decrease of
intensity of the 1620 cm−1 vibrational band was not sufficiently compensated
by the multiphonon contribution. This latter loss of intensity would thus be
clearly visible on the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine INS spectrum if the bulk (INS
technique) and the surface (XPS technique) would be similar.
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F IGURE 3.21: Comparison of the GDOSth (taking into account
the multiphonon contribution) calculated for a mixing ratio of
60%/20%/20% with the INS experimental spectra for the DWNTdiamine-Cyanine sample.

These latter results bring new evidences that the surface and the bulk of
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the sample behave differently during the grafting process. By comparing
the results obtained by means of the XPS and INS techniques for both fluorophores, it seems that the bulk of the samples is always more difficult to
functionalize than their very surface. Moreover, we demonstrated, analysing
the surface of the DWNT@FITC (chapter 3.1.1) and the DWNT@Cyanine
(chapter 3.2.1) samples, that the presence of the diamine could play an important role in the non-covalent functionalization of the samples.
One potential explanation that satisfies the results obtained for both fluorophores could be that, once the diamine is grafted on the DWNTs it furthers
the agglomeration of the nanotubes, forming bundles hardly accessible to
any chemicals (fluorophores or solvents). Therefore it would be more difficult both to functionalize the diamine and to remove the adsorbed fluorophores within those bundles.

Nevertheless, beside this possible explanation, we notice that these results are again similar to the results obtained for the FITC by means of
the INS spectroscopy. Indeed, for both fluorophores the mixing ratio of
60%/20%/20% appeared to best fit our data. These results combined with
those of the XPS measurements lead us to strongly believe that the different
geometries of our fluorophores do not make any significant changes during
the grafting process in terms of covalent and non-covalent grafting ratio. Finally, in order to go further with the analysis of the impact of the geometry
on the non-covalent grafting mechanisms and hoping to confirm our experimental conclusions, we decided to study and compare the adsorption energy
of our two fluorophores with the help of computational calculations.

3.3. Study of the adsorption energy for both fluorophores

3.3
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Study of the adsorption energy for both fluorophores

In this chapter the main differences between the FITC and the Hemicarboxonium in terms of adsorption interaction with the carbon nanotubes were
studied. In order to compare them in such a way we chose to use DFT calculations to calculate the respective energies of both adsorbed systems (Hemicarboxonium and FITC adsorbed onto CNTs), and thus have an idea of the
energies involved in their interactions with the nanotubes. The aim of this
part is obviously not to give a complete description of the different types of
interactions involved in the adsorption of the molecules on the CNTs, this
would probably necessitate a project entirely dedicated to this goal since
the interactions can be very complex when it comes to aromatic molecules.
Rather, the aim of this part is to quantify the energies involved in such weak
interactions and to attempt to determine whether or not the geometries of
the molecules could play a role in the non-covalent grafting outcome of the
functionalization process. We then selected the two non-covalent models,
SWNT@Fluo and SWNT@Hemi, for this study. In practice, from the two
models geometrically optimized, we performed DFT calculations using the
DMol3 module of Materials Studio with the GGA-PBE functional and calculated the total energy of our model systems for different configuration. This
allowed us to determine the energy profile of our systems related to this different chosen configuration. Then from the lower energetic configuration,
we subtracted the total energy of the individual SWNTs and fluorophores.
Therefore, this difference between the total energy of the systems and the
sum of the individual energies gave us the energy of interaction between the
SWNTs and the fluorophores, i.e. the adsorption energy Eads , and such as :

Eads = E(SWNT+Fluorophore) − E(SWNT) − E(Fluorophore).

(3.7)
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This calculation allowed us to obtain the adsorption energies for different
model systems, and obtain a clearest vision of the energies involved when
the fluorophores interact with the CNTs. Finally, as it was mentioned earlier,
the limited numbers of atoms in our models forced us to use small diameter
SWNTs. In order to understand what could be the effect of the curvature
of the CNTs on the adsorption of the molecules, we also performed single
point energy calculations on two models were the SWNTs were replaced by
a graphene mono-layer. These results are presented hereafter.

3.3.1

Adsorption energy study of the FITC

In order to verify that the adsorption interaction was likely to happen during the functionalization process we needed to prove that the configuration
where the FITC is adsorbed at the surface of a nanotube was less energetic
than the configuration where the nanotubes and the fluorophores are sufficiently distant to be considered not interacting. From our geometrically optimized SWNT@Fluo model, the parameter used for the single point energy
calculations were the distance between the SWNT and the FITC (see figure
3.22). Therefore for each step (distance), the energy of the system was calculated.
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F IGURE 3.22: Representation of the model SWNT@Fluo, chose for
the calculation of single point energy of a FITC molecule interacting
with a single-walled carbon nanotube.

Figure 3.23 shows the energy profile of the FITC interacting with a SWNT
as a function of the SWNT - FITC distance. Figure 3.23 shows that the interaction between the SWNT and the FITC exhibits a minimum of energy of ◦

6204.13515 Ha at a distance of 3.75 A. When the fluorophore gets closer to the
tube we see that the single point energy of the system increase rapidly due to
repulsive forces between electronic orbitals of the SWNT and the FITC. When
the FITC is taken away from the CNT the energy increases more softly until
the FITC undergoes the influence of a neighboring SWNT and then start to
decrease again. The minimum found in the energy profile suggests that the
FITC would have a strong tendency to adsorb onto the SWNT, stacked at 3.75
◦

Arather than remaining individualized.
From this minimum energy value of -6204.13515 Ha, that correspond to the
energetically more favorable position, the corresponding adsorption energy
Eads was calculated using equation 3.7:

Eads (SWNT@Fluo) = −0.06854 Ha = −1.86506 eV = −43.00884 kcal.mol−1
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Notice that a system owning negatives values of Eads indicates that the
studied configuration of the system is less energetic than the individualized
molecules and that the system would rather naturally evolve toward this
configuration.
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F IGURE 3.23: Energy profile of the interaction of the FITC and a
single-walled carbon nanotube.

Nevertheless, as it has been mentioned already, in order to optimize our
◦

computational calculation speed we had to use small SWNT (6,6) of 8.14 A
diameter, while the outer-wall diameter of the DWNTs in our samples is typically around 2.0 nm. The single point energy results we obtained on SWNT
(6,6) could then be biased by the high curvature of the wall in our models
and could thus be different from the actual energy in the real samples.
To overcome this issue, we decided to study another model of infinite diameter representing the extreme case where the SWNT would be very large and
where it would appear to own a zero-curvature from the point of view of
the stacked fluorophore. Indeed, simulating a mono-layer of carbon atoms
(graphene) necessitates relatively few atoms per lattice and fits our requirements in terms of calculation speed. Figure 3.24 shows a representation of
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the model chose for the calculation of single point energy of a FITC molecule
interacting with a mono-layer of graphene, this model will be referred as
“Graphene@Fluo”. The graphene and the FITC were placed in a cubic lat−
tice. The graphene layer was oriented parallel to the plane define by the →
a
→
−
and b b vectors of the lattice and the lattices parameters were chosen as
◦

◦

◦

following : a = 23.100 A, b = 18.671 A, c = 20.000 A ; α = 90◦ , β = 90◦ , γ = 90◦ .

F IGURE 3.24: Representation of the model Graphene@Fluo chose for
the calculation of single point energy of a FITC molecule interacting
with a mono-layer of graphene.

On the Graphene@Fluo model, we performed the same simulations as
for the SWNT@Fluo and were able to find the corresponding energy profile.
This profile is displayed on figure 3.25. We see that, for this new model, the
minimum of energy was found at -6964,755242 Ha for a Graphene - FITC
◦

distance of 4 A. We then calculated the Eads from this minimum in energy
with the help of equation 3.7, and found :
Eads (Graphene@Fluo) = −0.07073 Ha = −1.92454 eV = −44.38057 kcal.mol−1
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By comparing the profiles of the SWNT@Fluo and the Graphene@Fluo,
we see that both samples own adsorption energies that are very close but that
the Graphene - FITC distance at the equilibrium is slightly higher. This could
be explain by the steric hindrance of the isolated perpendicular 6-carbon ring
of the FITC that can be overcome by the curvature of the SWNT, allowing the
molecule to get slightly closer to the surface.
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F IGURE 3.25: Energy profile of the interaction of the FITC and a
graphene monolayer.

Finally, from the two previous models we see that the configuration where
the fluorophore is adsorbed at the surface is still the more favorable configuration. These results lead us to believe that the FITC is very likely to adsorb onto the DWNTs during the functionalization process since the simulations showed that the energy of the systems find a minimum when the fluorophores and the SWNTs are involved in adsorption interactions and this,
regardless of the diameter of the nanotubes.
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Adsorption energy study of the Hemicarboxonium

The study of the adsorption energy of the FITC on the CNTs gave us a good
starting point to be compared with the Hemicarboxonium which owns a different geometry. As this latter molecules is constituted of two 6-carbon rings
almost parallel to one another and perpendicular to the main carbon chain,
we could expect some difference in the way it interacts with the CNTs (see
figure 3.26).
Nevertheless, this new geometry requires a slightly different approach. Indeed, the two 6-carbon rings are theoretically free to rotate, due to their single
C-C bond that connect them to the main carbon chain. For this reason two
parameters were chosen for the single point energy profile calculation: the
distance between the SWNT and the fluorophore (as for the FITC), and in
addition the orientation of the rings. More specifically, the torsion angles of
the two rings with the main chain were changed, so that for 90◦ the rings
form two distinct parallel planes (see inset of figure 3.26), and for 0◦ the rings
are parallel and contained in the same plane.

F IGURE 3.26: Representation of the model SWNT@Hemi, chose for
the calculation of single point energy of a Hemicarboxonium molecule
interacting with a single-walled carbon nanotube.
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Taking into account this new parameter allowed us to plot 2D colormaps
representing, here again, the energy profile of the interaction of the Hemicarboxonium with a SWNT. Figure 3.27 shows this single point energy profile for the Hemicarboxonium interacting with a SWNT as a function both
of the SWNT - Hemicarboxonium distance and the torsion angle the rings
make with the main carbon chain. We see on figure 3.27 that the interaction between the SWNT and the Hemicarboxonium shows a minimum of
◦

energy at -5670,10662 Ha for a distance of 4.3 A and for a torsion angle of
52.5◦ . First, these results confirm, as for the FITC, that there is a minimum
of energy in the proximity of the SWNT that suggests the Hemicarboxonium
tendency to adsorb on the surface of the tube rather than remaining individualized. Then by looking at the angles of the rings at this energetic minimum
we clearly see that they found an equilibrium position around 52.5◦ where,
when the molecule is individualized, the value of this angle is between 80
and 90◦ . This illustrates the competition between the natural position of the
rings (facing each other) and the less energetic position for the interaction
with the SWNT (probably facing the surface of the tube). We noticed that the
energy of the system increase rapidly for the angles comprised between 40
and 0◦ which showed us that the configurations below 40◦ were very unlikely
to happen. Finally, we also calculated the Eads at this minimum in energy still
using equation 3.7, and found :
Eads (SWNT@Hemi) = −0.04272 Ha = −1.16248 eV = −26.80954 kcal.mol−1

This result must be compared with the one obtained with the FITC. Indeed, if the distance between the SWNT and the two fluorophores can not be
compared from one molecule to another (because of the two distinct geometries), we can compare the adsorption energies of the two SWNT systems.
We see that, in terms of adsorption energy it seems that the interactions of the
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Hemicarboxonium with the SWNT are weaker (−26.80954 kcal.mol−1 ) than
the interactions of the FITC with the same SWNT (−43.00884 kcal.mol−1 ).
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F IGURE 3.27: 2D colormap energy profile of the SWNT@Hemi
model, representing the variation of the energy of the system as a function of both the SWNT - Hemicarboxonium distance and the torsion
angle of the rings.

In order to go further, and as we did for the FITC, we investigated the
influence of the curvature of the CNTs on the adsorption energy. To do
so, we again used a graphene mono-layer in the same way we did for the
Graphene@Fluo, and made our simulation including variations in the 6carbon rings torsion angles, this model will be referred as “Graphene@Hemi”
(see figure 3.28).
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F IGURE 3.28: Representation of the model Graphene@Hemi chose for
the calculation of single point energy of a Hemicarboxonium molecule
interacting with a mono-layer of graphene.

The results of the single point energy calculations on this model allowed
us to plot again the 2D colormap energy profile of the system, and are presented in figure 3.29 which represents the energy profile for the Hemicarboxonium interacting with a graphene mono-layer as a function of both the
Graphene - Hemicarboxonium distance and the torsion angle the rings make
with the main carbon chain. We see for this plot that the minimum of energy
has moved compared to the SWNT@Hemi, and stands now at an energy of
◦

-6430,7118 Ha for a distance of 5.3 A and for a torsion angle of 67.5◦ . First this
results indicate that, when the diameter of the CNTs increases, the Hemicarboxonium is not able to get as close at the tube as for the small diameter
CNTs, but also that the rotation of the rings is less important and is much
closer to its original position (individualized Hemicarboxonium). We then
calculated the Eads at this minimum in energy with the help of equation 3.7,
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and found:
Eads (Graphene@Hemi) = −0.0416 Ha = −1.13192 eV = −26.10249 kcal.mol−1

Comparing the SWNT@Hemi and the Graphene@Hemi, we see that the
adsorption energy slightly decreases when the diameter of the CNTs increases,
probably because the rotation of the rings find an equilibrium position further from facing the 6-carbon rings of the graphene layer.
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F IGURE 3.29: 2D colormap energy profile of the Graphene@Hemi
model, representing the variation of the energy of the system as a
function of both the Graphene - Hemicarboxonium distance and the
torsion angle of the rings.

By comparing now the results obtained for the two molecules, both
molecules present a minimum of energy in the vicinity of the SWNTs that
make us believe they would both preferably adsorb on the CNTs instead of
remaining individualized, regardless the diameter of CNTs. In addition, we
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found that the two molecules exhibits different adsorption energies on the
SWNTs, with an adsorption energy in the order of -44 kcal.mol−1 for the FITC
and in the order of -26 kcal.mol−1 for the Hemicarboxonium. This difference
in Eads indicates us that the geometry of the molecules might eventually
play a role in the way they interact with the CNTs. Although, we have to be
very careful with this assumption since not only the geometry is different
between the two molecules but also the number of their 6-carbon rings as
well as the chemical groups they contains. It is then better not to conclude on
the influence of the geometry itself, but rather notice that the two molecules
interact indeed with different adsorption energies on the SWNTs of our
model and that this difference is not visible in our experimental results so far.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
The aim of this Ph.D. project was to study the grafting of the FITC on doublewalled carbon nanotubes. Indeed, as the FITC is a fluorophore commonly
used as fluorescent marker for toxicity studies on carbon nanotubes, the understanding of the efficiency of its grafting process onto CNTs was fundamental to be able to answer the concerning questions raised by the intrinsic
drawbacks of the fluorescence techniques.
The strategy carried out in this thesis was to analyze both the surface and the
bulk of our samples using two complementary spectroscopic techniques, Xray photoelectron spectroscopy and inelastic neutron scattering spectroscopy.
This approach allowed us to quantify, for the first time, the competition
between covalent and non-covalent functionalization of DWNTs with FITC
molecules, and led to concerning results about the grafting process efficiency.

First of all, the analysis of the surface of our FITC-containing samples by
means of XPS allowed us to determine that only 41% of the diamine available, at the surface of the DWNT-diamine-FITC sample of interest, reacted
with the FITC to form covalent bonds, which indicated that the efficiency
of the covalent grafting could certainly be further improved. In addition,
this study also allowed us to evidence that a significant fraction of the FITC
at the surface of the sample stands in a non-covalent interaction with the
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DWNTs despite thorough washings with appropriate solvents, since our results showed that 47% of the total amount of FITC was simply adsorbed
onto the carbon nanotubes. This means, by extension, that potentially half
of the fluorescence visible at the surface of our sample can be attributed to
weakly-bonded molecules, which could undergo desorption at some point
along their journey in biological media. Then, the bulk of our sample of interest was analyzed using inelastic neutron scattering spectroscopy coupled
to DFT calculations and a similar trend was evidenced. The experimental results obtained and the vibrational density of states calculated from our models provided us evidences that both covalent and non-covalent grafting were
present in the bulk of our sample. Indeed, our results showed that, in the
best grafting case scenario, we could expect the bulk of the sample to be similar to its surface, but that the situation could be even worse with only 25%
of the total diamine available that reacted with FITC molecules, and still 50%
of the total FITC standing in weak interaction with the DWNTs. These results, provided by both spectroscopic techniques (XPS, INS), confirmed that,
although the covalent functionalization strategy commonly used in toxicity
studies for the marking of DWNTs assumes strong covalent interactions with
the fluorophores, a non-negligible part of the FITC may indeed be only adsorbed even after thorough washings of the samples.

The influence of the geometry of fluophores was also investigated in order to consider potential alternative fluorescent molecules. The Cyanine
5Me(NEt2 )2 ) synthesized at the laboratory of Synthèse et Physico-Chimie de
Molécules d’Intérêt Biologique (SPCMIB), was selected for its very different
geometry from the one of FITC, and the same approach as in the case of
FITC samples was proposed (XPS, INS, DFT calculations). The experimental results obtained indicated that the geometry of the Cyanine do not show
any significant influence on the grafting process efficiency since the relative
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proportions of covalent and non-covalent grafted molecules were very similar to those of the FITC. Indeed, the XPS results showed that the surface
of the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine sample presented only 51% of the total diamine that reacted with the Hemicarboxonium (precursor of the Cyanine),
and again almost 50% of the grafted molecules that were weakly-bonded to
the DWNTs. Similarly, the INS results brought evidences that the bulk of the
sample was containing 25% of the total diamine available that reacted with
Hemicarboxonium molecules to form the Cyanine ones, and around 50% of
the total Hemicarboxonium simply adsorbed at the surface of the DWNTs.
These latter results led us to conclude that the geometry of the compared
fluorophores was unlikely to influence the efficiency of the covalent grafting
process, at least in our experimental conditions.

In addition to the experimental results, and in order to go further in the understanding of this potential geometry influence, the FITC and the Cyanine
were studied in terms of adsorption energy in presence of SWNTs, using DFT
calculations. The performed calculations seemed to show that the adsorption
energy of the two fluorophores were significantly different from one to another. Indeed, the performed calculations gave the Eads of the FITC around
-43 kcal.mol−1 while the Eads of the Hemicarboxonium was given around -26
kcal.mol−1 , a difference that may be contradictory with the experimental results presented above.

In order to increase the general knowledge around the question of the competition between the covalent and non-covalent grafting of fluorophores onto
DWNTs, further investigations would be required. First of all, as the comparison between the surface and the bulk of the samples suggests, the dispersion of the DWNTs during the grafting process may play a critical role
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on the number of amine functions accessible to the fluorophore, and consequently on the quality of the covalent grafting. Mastering the dispersion of
the DWNTs throughout the functionalization process could not only be an
important parameter to ensure both the homogenization of the samples and
the amount of covalently grafted fluorophores, but also could be an efficient
way to improve the washing procedure aiming at removing the adsorbed
molecules. Then it would be interesting to investigate the influence of the
choice of the linker on the grafting process since some of our results suggests
that in the absence of diamine, the removal of the adsorbed molecules is facilitated.
Finally, further simulations would be necessary to unveil the question of the
apparent contradiction between the theoretical adsorption energies and the
experimental results. Moreover, deeply investigating the different interactions of the fluorophores and the CNTs with the use of the DFT calculations
could greatly assist the possible choice of an alternative fluorescent molecule,
with a much lower adsorption energy, that would better suits the requirements of the fluorescence techniques related to toxicity studies.
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Other Spectroscopic Techniques
In addition to the XPS and the INS techniques that were used in this project,
some other spectroscopic techniques were explored as well. Indeed, with
the help of Rozenn Le Parc and Jean-Louis Bantignies from the Laboratoire
Charles Coulomb (L2C) in Montpellier, we could perform Raman and InfraRed spectroscopy. Although these two techniques could not bring quantitative information about our samples, they allowed to obtain some qualitative
information that strengthen our vision of the topic.

A.1

Raman spectroscopy

In order to obtain as much information as we could, we performed Raman
spectroscopy using various excitation wavelengths. We were thus able to
study our samples with 457, 488, 532, 633, 785 and 1064 nm excitation wavelengths, but only two of them could bring us exploitable results. Indeed, if
the characteristic signature of the DWNTs were observed for every wavelength, only the 488 ant 1064 nm excitation wavelengths could give us information on the fluorophores. These results are presented hereafter.
Figure A.1, displays the Raman spectra obtained for the FITC and the
Cyanine samples with a 1064 nm excitation wavelength rescaled in the range
of 90-1250 cm−1 of interest (no signature beyond these limits).
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F IGURE A.1: Raman spectra of the FITC and the Cyanine samples
with a 1064 nm excitation wavelength. Results obtained with 250
mW power and 500 sec. accumulation time.

The Raman response of the FITC (green line) and the Cyanine (orange
line) samples for 1064 nm excitation wavelengths, showed on figure A.1, exhibits several vibrational modes, characteristic of the two organic fluophores
and located between 90 and 1250 cm−1 . These characteristic modes were then
used to evidence the presence of the fluorophores in our other samples at different excitation wavelength.

Figure A.2 shows the Raman spectra obtained for the DWNT-dble-ox (black
line), DWNT-diamine (red line), DWNT-diamine-FITC (green line) and the
DWNT@FITC (blue line) samples with a 488 nm excitation wavelength rescaled
in the range of 90-1250 cm−1 of interest.

A.1. Raman spectroscopy
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F IGURE A.2: Raman spectra of the DWNT-dble-ox, DWNTdiamine, DWNT-diamine-FITC and the DWNT@FITC samples with
a 488 nm excitation wavelength. Results obtained in 1 scan of 100
sec. accumulation time.

By looking at figure A.2 we see that, besides the typical radial breathing
modes (RBM) signatures of the DWNTs [204] clearly visible on the spectra
of the DWNT-dble-ox and the DWNT-diamine samples in the range of 100400 cm−1 , new vibrational modes arised between 400 and 1200 cm−1 when
the FITC is added to the samples. Even if the intensity of this modes remained rather low, we distinguished few modes (490, 760 and 1185 cm−1 ),
also present in the Raman response of the FITC with a 1064 nm excitation
wavelength (figureA.1), that confirmed the presence of the FITC in the DWNTdiamine-FITC and the DWNT@FITC samples.

Figure A.3 shows the Raman spectra obtained for the DWNT-dble-ox (black
line), DWNT-diamine (red line), DWNT-diamine-Cyanine (green line) and
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the DWNT@Cyanine (blue line) samples with a 488 nm excitation wavelength rescaled in the range of 90-1250 cm−1 of interest.
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F IGURE A.3: Raman spectra of the DWNT-dble-ox, DWNTdiamine, DWNT-diamine-Cyanine and the DWNT@Cyanine samples with a 488 nm excitation wavelength. Results obtained in 1 scan
of 100 sec. accumulation time.

Again, on figure A.3 we identified the typical radial breathing modes
(RBM) signatures of the DWNTs [204] visible on the different spectra in the
range of 100-400 cm−1 . Nevertheless, new vibrational modes arised as well
between 400 and 1200 cm−1 when the cyanine is added to the samples. We
can attribute the whole set of modes between 550 and 900 cm−1 and the
modes at 1110 and 1200 cm−1 , also present in the Raman response of the Cyanine with a 1064 nm excitation wavelength (figureA.1) and again, confirmed
the presence of the fluorescent molecule in the DWNT-diamine-Cyanine and
the DWNT@Cyanine samples.
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Infra-Red spectroscopy

The FITC-containing samples were also analyzed by means of Infra-Red (IR)
spectroscopy. The samples been have prepared using the KBr tablet method.
For each sample, 6 KBr tablets were prepared and were dried at 55°C for 24h
in order to remove the water that easily absorb the IR wavelength. Every
tablet was then left for 30 minutes in the primary vacuum of the IR spectrometer before to perform the measurements. The results presented below
are a selection among the data collected in this survey and represent at best
the whole set of results.
Figure A.4, shows the IR spectra in absorbance for the references DiamineFITC (cyan line) and FITC (green line) samples, as well as for the DWNTcontaining samples, DWNT-dble-ox (black line), DWNT-diamine (red line),
DWNT-diamine-FITC (dark green line) and DWNT@FITC (blue line) samples.
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F IGURE A.4: Infra-Red spectra of the Diamine-FITC, FITC, DWNTdble-ox, DWNT-diamine, DWNT-diamine-FITC and DWNT@FITC
samples in the low frequency range between 2000 and 800 cm−1 .
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Even if the vibrational bands observed on figure A.4 were of rather low intensities (absorbance around 0.001-0.005), some differences between the samples were visible. First of all, in the DWNT-diamine spectrum we observed
a double set of vibrational bands around 1200 cm−1 and disappeared on the
DWNT-diamine-FITC spectrum. This disappearance was associated to the
grafting of the FITC onto the diamine during the functionalization process,
and indicated us that the chemical reaction of the diamine with the FITC
probably occured. Then, contrarily to what we would expect, the DWNTdiamine-FITC spectra appeared to be very similar to the one of the DWNTdble-ox, while we would rather expect to see some signature of the reference
Diamine-FITC, witnessing the covalent functionalization. Only a small vibrational band seemed to rise at 1270 cm−1 that could be attributed to an
organic signature (arrow on the DWNT-diamine-FITC spectrum). Nevertheless, as the amount of organic molecules on the DWNTs is supposed to be
very is very low, we wondered if this could explain the absence of covalent
bonding signatures. Finally, we noticed for the DWNT@FITC that the vibrational band located around 1400 cm−1 appeared systematically wider than
the other DWNT-containing samples (arrow on the DWNT@FITC spectrum),
and might be the signature of the FITC adsorbed on the carbon nanotubes.
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B.1

Multiphonon Scattering in Neutron Spectra

It has been shown in the chapter 2.2.2 that the neutrons interacts with atoms
by giving a quantum of energy corresponding to the energy needed for creating or annealing a phonon. This is actually an approximation of what happen
in reality, and the way neutrons interacts with matter is much more complex.
Indeed, even if the one-phonon scattering mentioned above is a type of event
statistically very likely to happen, it is not sufficient as a model for the correct
description of the experimental INS Spectra. For example, Figure B.1 illustrate perfectly this fact. It shows what a calculated Density of States (DOS)
would look like if the one-phonon process only would be taken into account.
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F IGURE B.1: Experimental Spectrum of DWNT-diamine-FITC sample and comparison with its one-phonon DOS from DFT calculations

We can clearly see that this one-phonon model cannot explain entirely
the experimental results. For instance, if we trust the calculated one-phonon
DOS, the whole vibrational range in between 1500 and 2750 cm−1 should not
present any vibrational band, nevertheless it is clearly not the case according to our experimental data. Also, the experimental data seem to show the
presence of noticeable vibrations at 1600 cm−1 and 3300 cm−1 which is in total
contradiction with our calculated DOS.

In order to go further in the understanding of the experimental INS spectra, it is then necessary to introduce the Multiphonon Scattering. It occurs
when a neutron scatters from an atom and gives more than a single quantum
of energy. It is very important to pay attention to the fact that “Multiphonon
Scattering” is a generic term that is used to describe different types of event
and that there is often a confusion made in between this different sub-events.
Indeed, this generic term regroups three different type of event: Overtones,
Combinations and Phonon Wings [205]. Those events all lead to a multiple
quantum of energy loss for the neutron, but the mechanisms involved and
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their consequences are very different.

B.1.1

Overtones

The overtones are the results of the multiple excitation of the same vibration,
which means that a neutron will interact with an atom by depositing N times
the energy of the fundamental vibration (where N is an integer). When this
neutron is detected it owns N times less energy than it should have and is
interpreted exactly like if it has excited a different vibration with N times
more energy than the fundamental one. (See figureB.2)

F IGURE B.2: Schematic representation of the consequences of the
Overtones events on INS spectra

B.1.2

Combinations

The combinations correspond to the single excitation of more than one vibration. A neutron will interact with an atom exciting the fundamental vibration, but will have sufficient energy to excite other fundamental vibrations,
either for the same atom or for different ones. Like for the overtones, when
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it comes to the neutron detection, the latter has lost the sum of the energy of
the fundamental vibrations exited on its way. It is then interpreted as a new
vibration instead of the combination of several fundamental ones. Nevertheless, as there is obviously many combinations possible in between many
fundamental modes, the result of these events on the experimental spectra is
comparable to a background, increasing with the energy transfer. (See figure
B.3)

F IGURE B.3: Schematic representation of the consequences of the
Combinations events on INS spectra

B.1.3

Phonon Wings

Finally, the Phonon wings are the result of the excitation of an external-mode
as well as the internal-mode of interest. They are always present in INS
spectra, in that sense they cannot be neglected for a full understanding of
the experimental data. Phonon wings occurs when a neutron interact with
the fundamental vibration of an internal-mode and have sufficient energy to
interact with an external-mode as well. As the excitation of an external-mode
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requires a small amount of energy, the neutrons responsible for the wings are
always detected relatively close to their internal-mode fundamental origin.
(See figure B.4)

F IGURE B.4: Schematic representation of the consequences of the
Phonon Wings events on INS spectra

The Phonon wings strength depends on many factors but the way the
intensity is shared in between the fundamental internal mode (parent peak)
[206, 207] and its wings is driven by the following equation:

It =

X (Q2 U 2 )n
ext
2
exp (−Q2 Uext
)
n!
n

(B.1)

Where It is the total internal-mode intensity (one-phonon process), Q is
the momentum-transfer factor, Uext is the mean-square displacement of the
external-modes and n is the phonon wings order. Note that n = 0 corresponds to the resultant intensity of the parent peak.
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In practice, it is necessary to start with the generation of the individual
shapes of the phonon wings [207]. The usual way to do it, consists in the
convolution of the one-phonon external-modes DOS with itself the appropriate number of time, such as:

S1 (Q, ωext ) = S0 (Q, ωext ) ⊗ S0 (Q, ωext )
S2 (Q, ωext ) = S1 (Q, ωext ) ⊗ S0 (Q, ωext )
...
Sn (Q, ωext ) = Sn−1 (Q, ωext ) ⊗ S0 (Q, ωext )

(B.2)

Where Sn (Q, ωext ) is the shape of the n-order phonon wing. Note that
n = 0 corresponds to the one-phonon external-modes DOS.

These shapes are then stored and normalized. Finally, they can be combined in the appropriate ratios resulting from Eq.B.1 in order to generate the
correct wing for each internal-mode. (In the case of spectrometers that scan
with Q2 proportional to the energy transfer, the relative proportion of each
wing needs to be generated for each frequency.)

B.2

Application to the calculated DOS

Accordingly to the effects of the different multiphonon events presented above,
the characteristic vibrational band associated to the presence of -NH2 groups
at 1600 cm−1 that we intend to fit in order to be able to extract quantitative information about the grafting efficiency of our process, seem to be hidden by
phonon wings contributions to the spectrum in the 1500-2750 cm−1 region.
Two different approaches have been used in this project to take into account
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the phonon wings, the first one, extensively developed by Kearley and Tomkinson [205–208], lays on the very basic definition of the phonon wings and
allows to simulate the influence of the external modes on specific internal
modes. This method is generally very accurate to simulate the effect of the
phonon wings on few vibrational bands but became hard to compute for
all the modes present in a spectrum and does not take into account the effects of overtones and combinations. Another approach was develloped by
Dawidowski [201, 202, 209], this method based on the auto-convolution of
the calculated one-phonon DOS, allows to take into account all the contributions to the multiphonon events, is very easy to operate but is less accurate
than the previous one. The phonon wings contributions to this region were
thus calculated from the calculated DOS with the two methods in order to
discriminate the vibrational band of interest and the multiphonon contributions. We first made the calculations with the 1st very accurate method for
few vibrational bands of interest and then used the 2nd less accurate method
to obtain better representations of the whole spectra. As the results we obtained with both methods were relatively similar, we kept the results of the
2nd method that represent best the experimental data on the whole measured
spectral range.

B.2.1

Method 1 : The Kearley’s approach

Phonon Wings shapes
Figure B.5 shows the first step of the phonon wing generation for the two
main sample calculated DOS, DWNT-diamine and DWNT-diamine-FITC. The
different wings have been generated by the convolution method described by
Eq. B.2, and have been individually normalized and stored. This figure illustrate the fact that, both the shape and the relative positions of the different
wings, is strongly influenced by the external-modes of the samples.
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F IGURE B.5: Comparison of the external-modes and their consequences on the shapes of the generated Phonon Wings for (a) the
DWNT-diamine and (b) the DWNT-diamine-FITC samples

Indeed, we see that the external-modes are very different for the two
samples. It has a direct impact on the resulting wings since, for instance,
the first-order wing (red line) generated from the DWNT-diamine externalmodes presents two relatively well-defined peaks, while the first-order wing
of the DWNT-diamine-FITC is rather smooth and much closer to a Gaussianlike type of shape.

Phonon Wings generation for different frequencies
Now the Phonon Wings shapes have been generated, it is required to calculate their relative individual proportion for each fundamental vibration.
In order to simplify the understanding of the wings’ influence, we first calculated their relative intensity using Eq.B.1 for few picked frequencies in
the bending region and for two different samples. We chose to generate
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the wings respectively for the fundamentals at 1128, 1192, 1312, 1448 and
1624 cm−1 for the DWNT-diamine, and at 1160, 1224, 1336 and 1488 cm−1 for
the DWNT-diamine-FITC. Once the intensity of each wing have been determined for each frequency, they are shifted to their correct position. To do so,
the distance of the eight wings from the center of mass of the external-modes
is determined. Then, the relative eight first wings are placed so that their distance from each chosen fundamental internal-mode frequency corresponds
to their distance from their original external-modes center of mass. Finally,
they are summed and are added to the calculated DOS obtained with the
help of DFT calculations.

Figure B.6 shows how the external-modes can drastically influence the
experimental spectra through the Phonon Wings event. It compares the two
cases obtained in our calculations for the grafting process. Figure B.6-a displays, for the case where 0 % of the FITC has been grafted : the DOS obtained
by DFT calculations for the one-phonon process (Yellow line), the sum of the
generated Phonon Wings for the frequencies mentioned above (Green line),
the sum of the one-phonon DOS and the Phonon Wings covoluted with the
experimental resolution (Blue line), and compares it with the experimental
spectra of the DWNT-diamine sample (Red line). Figure B.6-b provides the
same information but for the other case, where 25% of the diamine reacted
with the FITC, and compares it with the experimental spectra of the DWNTdiamine-FITC sample.
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F IGURE B.6: Comparison of resulting Phonon Wings and their influence on the calculated DOS with the experimental spectra in the bending region for (a) the DWNT-diamine and (b) the DWNT-diamineFITC samples

The Kearly’s approach helped understanding why the two spectra on figure B.6 seem to be very similar even if the characteristic band of the -NH2 was
supposed to be strongly affected by the grafting of FITC. Indeed we clearly
see that the vibrational band of interest at 1600 cm−1 is affected by the grafting of the FITC, but the decrease of this band is compensated by the phonon
wings, resulting in a similar GDOSth on both spectra.
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Method 2 : The Dawidowski’s approach

This method, less accurate than the previous one, presents the advantage of
being very easy to operate. Furthermore, it showed relatively similar results
than the Kearley’s approach in terms of phonon wings but taking into account the other multiphonon contributions.
In practice, it consists simply in the convolution of the whole one-phonon
DOS with itself the appropriate number of time, such as:

S1 (Q, ω) = S0 (Q, ω) ⊗ S0 (Q, ω)
S2 (Q, ω) = S1 (Q, ω) ⊗ S0 (Q, ω)
...
Sn (Q, ω) = Sn−1 (Q, ω) ⊗ S0 (Q, ω)

(B.3)

Where Sn (Q, ω) is the n-order multiphonon contribution to the spectra.
Note that n = 0 corresponds to the one-phonon DOS. The different contribution orders are finally simply summed.

In our calculation of the multiphonon contributions, we took into account
the contributions up to the 5th order, and obtained the results presented in
the chapter 3.1.2 and on figure B.7 below. The one-phonon DOS presented
here are the same as fo the Kearley’s approach, i.e. one model where 0% of
diamine reacted with the FITC (figure B.7-a) and one model where 25% of
the diamine reacted with the FITC (figure B.7-b).
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F IGURE B.7: Comparison of resulting multiphonon contributions
and their influence on the calculated DOS with the experimental
spectra for (a) the DWNT-diamine and (b) the DWNT-diamine-FITC
samples

We see on figure B.7 that even if the phonon wings in the range of 12002000 cm−1 are less accurate than our results with the method 1, the resulting
effect on the spectra are relatively similar. Indeed at 1600 cm−1 , we see that
the effect of the phonon wings contributions compensate once again the intensity loss of the vibrational band of interest. Furthermore, we see that for
the energy ranges of 500-1000 and 1750-2750 cm−1 the “background” resulting from the combination events is quite well described and reproduce best
the measurements performed by means of INS spectroscopy.
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